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HOLLOW

HORN.

Take one pound of bittersweet root, one and
one-tbird pounds of tobacco; boil in chamber lye;
add one pound of lard; simmer down to a salve.
Shave the liair oil' between the horns; apply to the
bead, rubbed on well; put two thickness of woolen
cloth from horn to horn; tie on with a string.
I have used this kind of salve occasionally, over
forty years, for hollow horn. Have cured cattle
that had not been able to get up in four days; also,
garget in cow’s udders, chapped teats, or any kiini
of sores. Apply a little to horses’ ears, and the
llies will be very careful not to trouble them,

[s.

ult-ulj.
i.

WINTER.

r* :a

'turnips amt Maugel Will*!/ I,IV*un tlie Imres of
Ui-

CARE FOR STOCK IN

l1

Jie-imit irom

Pin*- is

V.

A farmer cannot spend his time during the winspring, to betj ter months, well as in the fall as the
tor advantage than taking proper care ol his stock,
I l>e it of whatever kind it may. It is poor economy
earing for the stock
j to hurry off the chores in
morning, noon and night, for the purpose of spendi ing a liiile more time in the house, at the store, in
II tic woods amt many other places of retirement,
I whether they be of a business character or not.
! Much more depends upon the stock than the differ
I cut kinds of breeds; tor the best and fatest borse,
without proper treatment and care, would become
almost worthless. The same rule applies to all of
the animal kingdom, from the least to the greatest,
liarns should he made comfortable for all kinds of
'lock. in cold and windy weather see to it there
are no crevices and open windows through which
the cold will penetrate, endangering the very lives
of the stock,
liarns that are made tight, with good
ventilators (when needed), are a great saving, not
only to the amount of work, but in the much less
; :
consumption of bay.
Hoots and meal should be fed to cattle in snjjdl
all
cattle
a
need
quantities,
winter;
variety of food,
and such will tend to give them a smooth and glossy
look as well as good appetites and digestion. Anil
again it is poor economy to feed till hay and no
roots and grain.
Horses and cattle, withajyoper
amount of provender, can be better KepFon threefourths of the hay they would require without the
provender, and in the spring look much better.
Milch cows may safely be made to give a good flow
id milk down tii within six weeks of calving hv feeding once or twice a day with warm swill; stir in
'horts of some kind. Indian meal is good as is
wheat bran.
It is a mistaken idea many farmers have of selling off their potatoes in tlie fall and not feeding
them out to voung stock. Potatoes, next to hay,
are indispensilile as feed for nearly all kinds of
stock: colts will thrive much better with a few potatoes now and then; and boiled potatoes should be
fed to sheep, in small quantities, in early winter,
■study well Hie many ways and methods of earing for
stock in winter, when ii is the time for the improvement of what will prove so beneficial to brother
Do not look upon caring for stock as a
farmers.
light, unprofitable business, for if farmers wish
llieir stock, which they are so dependent upon, to
do well, they must first pay good and careful attention to it, and in the end they will be rewarded for
so doing.
I lioston Cultivator.
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I have never known the following to tail even in
l be worst of eases :
My plan is to fasten the animal
lu a stable, nr where it can be held, and take a
middling-sized gimlet and bore through both horns
oi the under side, about two inches from the head,
into the hollow. Animals will never be obliged to
have their horns bored but once unless they get
stopped up. when they should be bored out again,
ami they will never lie troubled with the hollow
horn unless the holes get stopped. [Farmer.
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CLEANING

until 17-Y.i, wlmii it was ehanged by
to hi 'in th. iiiof lanuaiy.

j

:

Take strong spirits ot camphor, pour it in the
hollow ni the top uf the head. If not very had.
Unit will cure it. If that, don't start it, take a gimlet and bore tin- born about three inches from the
head, and put about half a teaspoonlul of camphor
gum in each horn.
If that don't warm up the
horns in two hours, you need not try anything else.
Make some wooden plugs and put in the holes
when you gel the gum in. I have cured very bad
cases, so that ill two days they were as well as
ever.
The belter way however, is to apply the
remedy on the lirst symptoms; then a little on the
lead \vill -(art it. [Rural New Yorker.
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A_SHOT

GUN.

recent Rural New Yorker, answerwho asked "how to clean a shot gun.”
a

ivspondeded; advising the use of "lint water—very
bni water," &c.
Now, I must take issue with that
writer, and discountenance the

use

of hot water, in

cleaning the barrels of a shotgun. The barrels,
■-pecially of the liner brands of guns, are very thin,
■

tor almost one-third of their length, and hot water
beats them readily, almost as hut as lire would. A
gun i- linely “tempered” by the manufacturer, and
ibis sudden heating and cooling will, with almost
the lirst application of hot water, injure the “temper;" and by a persistent use of hot and cold water,
tlie “temper" will bo effectually and fatally injured.
True, i( is a very rapid and convenient way of
cleaning a gun; but positive injury will result from
it. Nothing but clear, cool water should he used,
with a little sifted anvil dust, if it is rusty. Tow is
the best to clean with, and when cleaned, dry the
barrels inside by frequent change of tow wads and
hard rubbing. Use tallow to grease inside and out
\Vi n >hm \v.
■—nothing else is so good.

Stanford, Ky.

seasons,

temples of Jamt*

TO

CURE SCRATCHES.

btiill with lour equal side-, ea-h having a
tu i three w in.low-, to represent ihe seasons

■Somebody wants to know bow to cure the
scratches on his horse. I will give a remedy 1 have
used for years with universal success: Take two
l ii- tempi*- J Janus, or the gates, leading there
pounds of Glauber’s salts, one pound of sulphur,
and one-quarter pound of saltpeter; pulverize all
wei»
losed l»y tin* Romans during peaee, and
linely together, and give one heaping talilespoonful
...
.r- : during war.
His aid was invoked equally once a day. thrown on the feed.
Now for the feet. Take one pint of neat's foot
ib ihat «*f Mai*-, the god of war, in every eouttiet
and one-fourth pound of fine cut chewing
*. lii. ii
they engaged. The origin of J ami- may oil,
tobacco, and simmer them tbgether. Strain out the
:i ;»• e* 1 t<» the mythology of India, when* his
tobacco and bottle for use. Take Castile soap anil
ie is represent* I as half fish ami half human.
warm water, and wash the parts affected
clean, and
dry thoroughly before applying the oil. If the
H
seems to I*.* i tentieal with the god- of the
ankles are much sore it would lie well to put cloths
.f.n. of th**
Persians, I'gyptiau and Ph.enieian on them to
keep the air from them while they are
* jv.
tie nears me prayer-;
men 10 me
-l
'hying; when dry, anoint them well with the oil
for a few days; then wash as before, dry well, and
f tin* great deities.
apply lbe nil again. If thoroughly applied, it will
\- Janus presided over the beginning of every
etl'eel a permanent cure. Keep the feet clean, and
on
to
liiin
the
tirst
iii. people ottered -acriliees
scratches will not be likely to return. [Rural New
i.t e \ « rv year.
The pries! s offered saeritiees to Yorker.
.J mouths.
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!«» the beginner of twelve
him at the beginning of

that all they did. said,

or

people

thought,

was

and t';*\orahle,since everything was considered
iiiitous lor the occurrences of the whole year,

people wore festive garments, refrained from
language anti quarreling, saluted all they dilute! <*d with words, exchanged gifts, and began
t

pail of that which they intended to perforin
the year, thinking that “a good beginning
"in I make
good ending.'* The presents roil*
>si»-d of sweetmeats, cukes, honey, dales and
one

ring

and topi»er coius on one side of which was
double head of Janus and on the other a ship.

oils,

:

It

would seem more appropriate that the year
add begin with tut* renewing of vegetable life in

m

That the winter season, that ends the
ii«* ot much ot the products of the field and then
>.m as with a pall, the devastated face of Nature,
-li Uiid also end the year.
That nature and time

JM EAT.

The Germantown Telegraph says: “To one
gallon of water add one and u-half pounds of sail,
half a pound of sugar, half an ounce of saltpeter,
hall an ounce of potash. In this ratio the
to he increased to any quantity desired.
I.et these
he boiled together until all the dirt from the
sugar
rises to the top and is skimmed ort'. Then throw it
into a lull to cool, and when cold pour it over your
beef or pork, to remain the usual lime, say four or
live weeks. The meat must lie well covered with
pickle, and should not he put down for at least
two days after killing, during which time it should

jiickle

he

silightly sprinkled with powdered saltpetre,

which removes all the surface blood, etc., leaving
I he meat fresh and clean.
Some omit lioiling the
pickle, and find it to answer well: though the
operation oi boiling purities the pickle by throwing
oil the dirt always to lie found in salt and
sugar.
If this recipe is properly tried it will never he
abandoned. There is none that surpass It. if so

good.*

spring.

in

should start anew together on their circles.
U the beginning of the new year, we, like the
AM-hw-ed god, need to look backward as well as
wnrd
Hack ward that one may learn by past
speriein

e to avoid error and failure in the
future;
may gain knowledge for future use and
ok that wherein we were
wrong; that it may
Ac

*

“ul

!',l%
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1

tingcr-post.

to

warn

not

only

our-

“tbt-rs from that which
profits not.
f Ml VS aid, that We may lay our
plans, and regulate
vvill*‘u <»«!• eoiupttss and to
“
the best of
abiliti*-‘S. That we may at the
“»
present make
mm resolve* and form new habits for
good, and
ttiiuvv oil those that are dragging us down, that
shall render the mining davs more pleasant and
%
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HOW TO CLEAN KID GLOVES.
The Peoples’ .lournal says: To clean kid
gloves,
have ready a little new milk in one saucer, a
piece
of while so:q> in another, and a clean cloth folded
two or three times. On the cloth spread out the
glove smooth and neat. Take n piece of flannel,
dip il in the milk, then rub oil' a good quantity of
soap on the welled flannel, mid commence to rub
the glove towards the lingers, holding it
(Irmly with
the left hand. Continue this process until the
glove,
if white, looks of a dingy yellow, though clean, if
colored, till it looks dry and spoiled. Lay it to dry,
and the operator will soon he gratified to see that
the old glove looks nearly new. It will be
soft,
glossy, smooth, and elastic.

~

lull of

promise.

Farmers should “lake a«« omit of stock” not only
that width consists of properly, so as to know at

year's end whether they arc increasing or falling behind, but also of those qualities of head and
heart, that render men, men. < >f their knowledge
nu t attainments of their needs and wants ami take

u»c

requisite
tor

measures that lie within the reach of all
their attainment.

SELECTED RECIPES.
Tomato Fins.
The Scientific American says: The
billowing
recipe for making tomato figs is said to lie excellent: Collect a lot of ripe tomatoes about one inch
in diameter, skin, anil stew them in the usual manner; when done, lay them on dishes, flatten them
slightly, and spread over them a light layer of pulverized white or best brown
sugar; expose them
to a summer's
sun,or place them in adrying house;
as dry as fresh
i ,
figs, pack in old fig or small
iiixcs, with sugar between each layer.
If properllliUlaged, the difference cannot be detected from
|: l lie veritable
article.

f

I hese

long winter evenings and the days exempt
laborious toil, are favorable to
thought and
leading. They will, if devoted to culture and improvement pay rich returns of that which is better
than gold that perishes. Lay the
for the
Hum

plans

WHY

coming season, arrange some farm improvement
possible to lie carried out, and work for its comple- Why

a.

11

uiAce'i'^m<>.<Jito1

issued his paper with-1
Ja,ely
'I'1 with a paragraph at the
of ll‘e 'e‘l‘
which he declared
“K.aolumnin
l.ai the wives oi his subscribers had so
occupied
us attention m calling to show their babies
that he
had no time to attend to anything else.
,o

!head

SHOULD WE WORRY?

should we worry? This life is not long enough
Here lo be wasted in sighing and tears;
and
childish is he who's not [strong enough
Silly
Wisely with reason to frigid away fears.
Care’s but a coward, with courage not half enough
Fairly to face if we show no fear;
Nay, if it pester you, you’ve but to laugh enough
Presto, begone! lo, the bore is not here.

Memory

too often will bring us old sorrows;
When they were here, did we wish them to last:
not forget them? The fool alone borrows
Present regrets from the griefs of the past.
Can we now change it by weeping and whining?
What's done is done, and is done past recall;
lie who the present forgets, in repining,
“Useless and vain, is the worse fool of all.

Why

Fancy, the jade,

will to often be peering,
Curious and sacred, through the Future's dark

night;
Why should

we tremble at what she is fearing?
Why should her dreamings till us with affright?
Wait till they’re real things, and present before us;
If they are worth it, we’ll care for them then;
Now they’re but shadows, too flimsy to bore us;
Far too unreal to shake those who are men.

Time,

with the Present’s real griefs to lie dealing,
That's not so easy, we sadly must own ;
Who can deny flesh and blood will have feeling?
Care, grief and anguish will make themselves

known;

Own it, but add, life is too short for worry;
Darkness brings sunshine, or all men are wroug;
Off with despairing—don't bo in a hurry
To know grief is pressing—it will not s' tv long.

WIDOW’S WEEDS.
“My Dear Friend : I shall be very glad to accept your kind invitation to pass the summer with
You
you, on your granting me one condition.
know something of my sad history; how at the age
ot nineteen, after six mouths ol' bliss, mv idolized
husband was ruthlessly torn from me by the destroyer—death. During nearly three years I have
lived a secluded life, that has heen sacred to the
memory of my sainted James. 1 feel that 1 am
yet wedded to him in everything—must be through
life; and that I must not be brought into contact
with any frivolous company. It would lie sacrilege
to his memory, ami I have no desire but to lie left
alone with mv life-weight of sorrow, and remain as
far removed from the thoughtless world as possible.
If I can find any seclusion in your home, and if,
during my stay, you will accede to what may seem
to you m.v scilisli demands, and forbid your young
find happy friends to visit you, or at least to see me,
I will gladly seek your home as a place of rest, and
your heart as a twin sister in sympathy and consolation with this blighting grief of a life, and we
will mourn together.
Your true friend,
Maker Atherton."

Now, the lively little gray-haired

who

woman

the

recipient of the above missive,
puzzled over it a long time to know what to
was

think of the writer, and at last her conclusion on this point was made evident by the
hearty, good-natured laugh she indulged in.
Don’t be shocked ray sens'd it ive readers,
into supposing that this little woman who
had years enough to know hotter, was laughing through sheer heartlessness at the imagined grief of the young Airs. Mabel Atherton, which found expression in her letter,
with its deep fringe of mourning.
Ay, that was it—“imagined grief,” for the
lively little gray-haired woman of fifty, Mrs,
Jane Fleming, had seen enough of the world
in all its phases, and had within her own lile
enough of its experiences, to know that the
griefs of a girl (the old lady’s words, mv
dear friends) of twenty-one or two, when of
more than three or four months’ or well, a
year’s duration, are but the perverted foibles
of a silly brain, or monomania of a disordered intellect.
Remember, this wise little woman had
reference only to those griefs which seek outward sympathy. To be sure, there are griefs
which lay their lender touch over all the elements of the heart and head, breathing a
gentler hush over the spirit, and tinging with
a golden glow of quiet, peaceful submission,
every lineament of life; these are too holy
for utterance—too pure for contact with the
outer world
too gentle and sincere to lind
sympathy in aught but the quiet whisperings
of their own memory, and too full of heaven’s
mercies to pervert a life from its heaven endowed purposes of good, and make il an in-

nuity.

one
nail such
a
grid, niinicn mini me
world’s view, and it was never perceived in
her face by those who were curious about it.
After a happy union ot live years, her husband she had loved with all the truth and devotion of a faithful heart was taken from her.
That was twenty years ago, and she, too,
might have sit down in idleness, and frittered years away in selfish repining, but for the
needs that forced her to forget her griefs in
severe struggles with ths world; but even
now, when she satin the twilight, with a
peaceful calm in her face, her eyes were
looking through tho shadows, and her
thoughts were wandering down cob-webbed
and dust-begrimnied vistas, to that golden
period of her existence when he wandered
with her.
She has never married since. She believed,
too, in her good generous heart that Mabel
Atherton had such a quiet sense of loss in
her heart as we have described above, and it
was not at it she was laughing; but al the
false grief, the imagined duty to mourn loudly and to wear her sorrow on “her sleeve for
daws to peck at.”
At any rate the young widow received the
desired assurance of seclusion, and duly
found herself, on her arrival at Mrs. Fleming’s clasped in the lady’s arms, and greeted
with a warm kiss, which made her reciprocate these friendly advances with more animation than she had expressed in any act tor
a long time previous.
These two never met belong but the widow Fleming had been the dearest friend of
Mabel Atherton’s mother.
This bond at
once made them fast friends, and Mabel was
made to feel she was sincerely welcome al
inis

country noine.

During the first days ot her stay with Mrs.
Fleming, the sweet, sad faced little form,
wrapped in sable habiliments of mourning,

with not a vestige ot white to relieve it, gave
herself over a prey to her chronic melancholy,
and sat during the long days and evenings in a lethargy of hopefulness, looking
with expressionless eyes and faeo into the
future, or, if speaking, sending a grave-like
chill with every word, and wandering oft'as
soon as possible into panegyrics over the
dead, or taking joyless views of the future,
with much the same zest that one indulges
in a good dinner with indigestion lurking
behind it.
You have seen such people, my friends,
and no doubt have thought, as l do, that it is
the most extreme selfishness to humanity and
thankfulness to heaven thus to wrap one’s
self in the shroud of one’s own griefs,
and expect all the world to abandon their
duties and mourn also.
Mabel Atherton did not realize this; but
somehow Mrs. Fleming had a way of dropping in at the moment when she felt most
despairing and, exercising these sable spirits
by drawing her thoughts away into pleasanter channels, and making her forget self in
the cares, hopes and joys of others. Indeed,
several times she was shocked, almost horrified, at finding a merry peal of laughter,
in olden days, well up to her lips and escape
from them ere she could control it; after
which occurrence she would do pennance by
relapsing into a deeper shade of sadness, and
talking more frequently of her mourned idol.
Yet, withal, her face was not so gloomy and
her heart was lighter; while the world did
not seem so bad a world as before she came
to this lively old lady, whose thoughts always wandered into pleasanter places.
“Mabel,” Mrs. Fleming said to the young
widow, one day, “you must find the constant company of an old woman
like
me very tiresome.
A number of my young
friends are anxious to manifest their sym-

for you and to lend some little enjoy- and I am sure that if poor James were alive
stay among us; and I have de- he would extend to him his warmest friendcided upon having a quiet social gathering of ship tor his kind attentions to me."
them here, some afternoon.”
“Then he would he very generous. The
“() auntie ! (for she had learned to call the young man’s visits are very frequent.”
“That is because our residence is on his
old lady thus) the bare mention of such a
purpose is perfectly shocking, and for me to way from visiting his patients in the neighconsent to it would he a sacrilege to the dear borhood.”
“Ah! disease must have become very prememory of my lost treasure.”
“15ut you must have some enjoyment love.” valent without my knowledge. I remember
“Enjoyment! the word is dreadful to my that before that snake adventure of yours his
ear.
There is no enjoyment for me in this professional duties did not call him this way
world, tor my life is buried in the grave with more than once in two or three weeks.”
“It is very compassionate in him to call so
my sainted James, and I beg the world to
forget me, as all in it but me have forgotten frequently to learn it we are all well, when
him. I want no consolation but his memory,' his time must be so precious-”
“That he can devote the half of every day
and I shall find no happiness until I am laid
to.our humble selves,” dryly put in the old
by his side.”
“So von think now.”
lady.
“So 1 think ! O, auntie ! do you know that
“Now, auntie, I am sure I should have
been very ill after that terrible fright, but for
1 shall think so all my life?”
“Yes, as girls’ lives go, which are spans Ids care and kindness.”
“1 agree, darling, that his course of treatol' several months, when they commence a
new existence, with other feelings and pur- ment has been very beneficial to you.”
“And, auntie, he is generous to sacrifice
poses,”
“Your insinuation is awful, aunt,” replied his own comfort by coming over every day
Mabel; “but my own life proves its incor- to accompany me in mv walks. Just think,
rectness.
1 have not changed during these I should not dare to go out of the house for
fear of those dreadful snakes if it were not
three years.”
“The more need yon should change at tor his thoughtfulness.
“No doubt he is very disinterested.”
once,” dryly respondeded the old lady.
“And I shall never be able to repay him.”
“Your words terrify me. 1 can never for“Why, can he be looking for a reward?”
get my lost one.”
“(Hi! no, auntie; he is to unselfish for
“Neither should yon. Hut while we grieve
tenderly over the departed we should remem- that.”
“Of course.”
ber that our lives are not urns in which their
And Mabel went away satisfied that the
ashes should be deposited. We have our
duties in life as well as they had, and their dear old auntie did realize how good, noble
removal does not absolve us from them, but and disinterested the young docter was,
rather raises up new obligations to their ful- though, for the moment, she imagined there
fillment. No one can live within himself or was a slight tinge of sarcasm in that last utherself and do their duty to mankind and terance of hers. She had been afraid that
heaven. Neither is it best that we should the old lady might think she was to much in
ever force upon all who come in contact with company with the young man, and that she
was forgetting the one whom she mourned
us the sense of our bereavement by word,
look or dress. Bethink you how long we for; indeed, unwelcome thoughts, to the efshould submit to one who, having a wound, fect that sfie really was forgetting him, someshould tear it open to all, that they might see times intruded themselves, but not so often
now as formerly.
She was silencing them,
in its hideousness always.”
“lint no one was ever called upon to part for she knew that Ernest M’Clellaud would
with such a treasure as mine—”
never, never presume to be more to her than
She did not perceive the pained, reproach- her dearest living friend, and that her good,
ful look that came to her trom the old lady’s James was more precious to her than ever
before.
eyes, and she continued :
And thus having satisfied the old lady and
“And 1 will wear deepest mourning for
him all mv life, to prove that there is one quieted her own conscience, she thought it
who can cling to one object through life, and was only right to make amends for her miserable doubts about the docter by leaning
never seek another.”
The subject was dropped, and the young more heavily on his arm and looking up
people were not invited to come to “Aunt more confidingly into his eyes, that shown
down on her with such a warm light. It
Fleming’s.”
The young widow had found a quiet, sober was natural that he should pass his arm
retreat down by a wooded stream, and here around her to help her over the marshy
she wondered every day, and in the solitude places, and as natural that he should retain
it there, only with a closer pressure—lest she
indulged in her pet melancholy.
One day Mrs. Fleming was surprised and might take cold if it were removed, I supalarmed to see her return from one of these pose. Strange to say, the buried James was
visits to her retreat, leaning heavily on the so satisfied with this bold proceeding on the
arm of a young man.
It was evident that part of the daring docter that he did not arise
something had befallen her; for she was from the grave to forbid it; and, of course,
very pale and almost speechless, and the old after this proof of her dead idol’s acquieslady hastened to relieve the young man ot cence, Mabel could not find it in her heart
to object.
his burden and lead her to a couch.
The following morning Mabel manifested
The young man was already know to Mrs.
Fleming as Ernest M’Clclland, the physicain, a good deal of trepidation about something,
and in reply to her look of inquiry he ex- the nature of which Mrs. Fleming could not
plained the cause of Mabel’s helplessness. It divine for a moment.
“Auntie!
seemed that while passing along the road he
“1 am listening, darling.”
had been attracted by her screams, and going
“Do you think there would be any harm
to her assistance, had tound that tho alarm
had been occasioned by a harmless snake, in my wearing white culls and collar ?”
“None in the least, child; nor if you went
which had made its appearance from some
dead leaves near which she was seated. Af- farther and discarded mourning altogether."
“Gracious! auntie, you shock me fearter dispatching the snake, he saw that she
was rendered so
powerless by her alarm that fulh'.”
she needed Ids asMstn-noo to reach tl,o hnnqe.
“As 1 ilid a number of weeks ago, when I
Mabel had by the time this recital was proposed that you should put on a white
Hut Mabel, I am dying with curiosmade recovered from her fright suflieiently collar,
to make an ell'ort to convince Mrs. Fleming ity to know what good influence has been aL
that l)r. M’Clelland had not done himself work to occasion t his query of yours.”
“I—I look so fearfuly horrid in deep
justice for all the bravery he had displayed in
saving her front what she believed must mourning, with nothing to relieve it.”
“And lias it taken you three years to find
otherwise have terminated ina dreadful death.
Her expressions of gratitude to him were that out?”
“And—and Ernest thinks I ought not to
warm and sincere, and when he ventured to
beg the privalege ot calling the following wear mourning all the time.”
day, to learn if she had entirely recovered
from the unpleasant alarm, the requst was
Tuackf.uv’s First American Ovstf.us.
really granted by Mabel, and acquiesced in Thackery announced to me by letter in the
by Mrs. Fleming, with a smile which might early autumn of 1852, that he had determinhave meant nothing—or a great deal.
ed to visit America, and would sail for BosDuring the remainder of the day and ton by the Canada, on the 80th of October.
I
evening the memory of the dead was tabooed, All the necessary arrangements for his lecand Mabel favored tho patient old lady with turing tour had been made without
troubling
repeated thrilling accounts of the young him with any of the details. lie arrived on
doctor’s terrilie combat with the harmless a frosty November
and
went
directevening,
snake.
ly to the Tremont House, where rooms had
“She felt that he was the savior of her been engaged for him. I remember his delife.”
light in getting oil' the sea, and the enthu“And,” the old lady remarked, “deserved siasm with which he hailed the announcenor warmest uianas.
ment that dinner would be ready shortly.
A
“Yes, her eternal gratitude.”
few friends were ready to sit down with him,
“She knew him,” the old ladj’ said, “to lie and he seemed
greatly to enjoy an American
a good young man."
repast. In London lie had been very curious
“A noble man,” Mabel thought.
in his enquiries about American oysters, as
“Worthy to be received as a friend,” Mrs. marvellous stories which he had not believed,
had been told him of their great size. We
Fleming continued.
“He was a genuine hero,” Mabel was con- had taken care that the largest specimens to
vinced.
be procured should startle his unwonted
“A highly respected gentleman,” the old vision when he came to the table,
although,
I blush at the remembrance ot it now, we
lady knew.
“So self-possessed, so brave, so regardless
apologized in our wicked waywardness to
of personal risk!”
him for what we called extreme smallness of
“A pleasant talker.”
the oysters, promising that we would do bet“Handsome, dignified, noble in his bear- ter next time. Six bloated Falstafiian biing.”
valves lay before him in their shells. I no“And an agreeable companion.”
ticed that he gazed at them anxiously with
“With such expressive eyes, and grand fork upraised, then he whispered to me, with
intellectual face, and delightful waving hair, a look of
anguish, “How shall I do it 1*” T
and musical voice, and deferential air-” described him the simple
process by which
Mabel was stopped in the full llow of her the free i«orn citizens of America were accusenthusiasm, for want of breath to continue. tomed to perform such a task. He seemed
“He was considered the best catch in the satitlied that the
thing was feasible, selected
neighborhood,” the old lady assured her.
the smallest one in the halt dozen, and then
Here the young widow was silent.
bowed his head as if he was saying grace.
“And,” pursued the old lady, “though the All eyes were turned upon him to watch the
snake was perfectly harmless, and any eight effect of a now sensation in the
person of a
year old boy would have done as much as great British author.
Opening his mouth
this doctor who was suddenly metamorphosed
very wide, he struggled for a moment, and
into a hero of wonderful proportions, it was then all was over. I shall never torget the
due to him that ho should be received as a comic look of
despair he cast upon the other
friend.”
live over-occupied shells. I broke the perMabel brideled up at this insinuation fect stillness by asking him how he felt.
against; the great daring of her newfound “Profoundly grateful," he gasped, “and as if
hero. She could not be convinced that this I had swallowed a litLle baby.”
[From the
particular snake was aught else than the most Atlantic Monthly for January.
venomous of reptiles, that would literally
have devoured her, but for opportune apA young man named Patrick Fleming and
pearance of the physician. The two women a young girl named Harriet B. Halleck were
were so greatly at variance with each other
coasting together upon one sled at Mancheson this point, that Mabel was
permitted to ter on Wednesday evening, and passed rapidretire unshaken in her belief.
ly across Canal street over the track of the
The young doctor made his appearance the Concord Railroad, at a point opposite the
following morning, and every day thereafter. counting-room of the Amoskeag Mills. Just
In the time consumed during these visits, before they reached the track the Northern
Mabel had little leisure to think of the sainteight o’clock express train approached and
ed dead; and the notable change in her ap- struck the sled and its occupants. The body
pearance, the ripened color in her cheeks, the of the girl was shockingly mangled and she
happy light in her eyes, and the smiles ! was instantly killed. Her head was comwreathing her lips, might, I suppose, lie also pletely severed from her body and thrown
attributed to the young doctor’s visits.
upon one side ot the track. The remainder
“Mabel, darling," said the old lady, one of the body was bourne about three rods
day, "where are you wandering to now?”
further, and the train passed over it. The
“For a ramble over the pastures after wild
young man was thrown upon one side of the
flowers.”
track, and one of his legs was completely cut
“Hut are you not afraid of the snake ?”
off from his body. His head and other por“Dr. M’CIelland will accompany me, you
tions of his body were badly bruised. He
know, and I am never afraid when he is wit h retains his consciousness, and it is now
me.
Then the day is so full of enjoyment,
thought by the surgeons that he will recover.
and 1 am so brimming over with life that I
cannot remain in.”
A Georgia paper is in luck. Twenty-four
“Is that rigid, Mabel?” said the old lady, heathen Chinese walked into his sanctum the
with a very sanctimonious face. “Have you other day, and through the medium of an
forgotten that there is no enjoyment for you interpreter, paid cash down for twenty-four
in this world, and that your life is buried in subscriptions to his
paper. The editor wonthe grave ot your lost treasure ?”
dered greatly what they wanted ot an Eng“Now, auntie, your insinuation is very lish paper, not being able to read it, and was
cruel,” murmured ttie widow, in a hurt tone informed that they took it for the “pictures”
and with tears in her eyes. “I have never in it, the paper having Costar’s rat'cut, a
ceased to mourn for my great bereavement. catarrh cut, a guano trade mark and an umDr. M’Clelland is different from any one else, brella “picture.”

pathy

ment to your

of the dealers in any particular branch of trade is
always in some respects different and even opposite to that of the public. The
proposal of any new
law or regulation of commerce which comes from
this order ought always to be listened to with great
precaution, and ought never to lie adopted until
after having been long and carefully examined, not
only with tile most scrupulous but with the most
suspicious attention. It comes from an order of
men whose interest is never exactly the same s,
that of the people, who have generally au interest
to deceive and even oppress the public, and who
accordingly have upon many occasions both dceived and oppressed them.”
SPEECH or JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.
Kxatnine the facts in the light of these suggestions, and make up your mind whether to support
The following able speech was delivered a few the old Federal idea that men on the average need
weeks since, hy Mr. Adams, the Democratic Can- guidance and control, or the old Democratic ideu
that men are best let alone. For that is the ultimate
didate for Governor of Massachusetts, ami is well issue. Yes,
my friends, tills is really nothing but
worth a careful perusal:
the old buttle 'between tlie big government men
And next we come to the laml-grants. Do you which began before the Constitution was framed,
and which lias been going ou ever since, and will
weary, my fellow-citizens, of this review of your
so long as one set of men think that
blessings? Bear with me yet a moment, and let go on forever are
blessings and sources of blessings,
me display perhaps the most brilliant ot the whole governments
lot.
The Republican party lias given away two and the others who regard them as necessary nuisances.
Alexander Hamilton in the old days headhundred millions of acres of your lands to railway
ed tlie
which
as lie said, that although
corporations, and in imperial trai ts. You find it “the partyof the believed,
body
people in the country sincerely dee
difficult to get an idea of such a mass. Well. Fram
and Prussia are making a terrible noise just now, sire its prosperity, it is equally unquestionable that
ilo not possess the discernment uml the ability
convulsing Europe and America with the gigantic they
whole necessary for systematic government,” lie thought
of
The
of
millions
eighty
people.
struggle of
territory
both is about as large as the empire that the Constitution “a frail aud worthless fabric,” and
he strove by all means in his power to prop it by
a
Congress lias given away, not to inRepublican
dividuals—that would have been bad enough—but prerogatives and strengthen It by construction™.
to corporations, which is far worse. The law tells His influence with General Washington, whom the
people loved and trusted, enabled him to prosecute
us that corporations have no souls, but they do
have immortality. The mau dies and his heirs in- successfully his plan for supplementing the feeble
herit of him, and the land is divided and returns ness of the form of t lie Constitution by strength
into its veins
construction. Naturally euougb
gradually to the people. But the creature etf the Hie talc of liisby
reads like the list 1 have
Legislature lives on and grasps in its dead hand given of the exploits blessings. He assumed
ltepubliea:'
these huge masses of the public lands. If you supthe war debts of the St ites; he instituted au intripose these grants are rapidly and cheaply sold to
lie founded a
the people, look at one case for all. Twenty years cate and imposing funding system;
bank; he originu' ed protection”
ago Congress gave 2,51*5,053 acres of land to the Ill- great government his
report on manufactures; he
inois Central Railway Company. At that time any in this country by
started the policy ol "developing” the country by
poor settler could have taken up that land in homecanal™
subsidized
by the government;
stead lots at $1.25 an acre. Since that time, flic roads and
too, prosecuted the policy of “pulling the teeth
corporation has sold land to the amount of some lie,
of t ic States.” The animating spirit of his system
thirty millions of dollars, and to-day it holds more was
precisely the same which we timl to-day upthan half the whole grant at prices ranging up to
“protection,” aud “subsidies,” and “refifty dollars an acre. Can this he a republican as- holding
and it lias been so forcibly Still adconstruction,”
the
sembly which has thus been flinging away
peo-1 mirably expressed
by the gentleman upon whom
land with such a spendthrift hand? Why, 1
in
the
mantle of the great Federalist bus
oinhn
ad always lieen taught that the ownership of land
that
I
crave
fallen,
permission to quote from a rehy a very large proportion of all the people was the cent
speech of Mr. Schenck in the House of Repbest safeguard of tree Institutions, and to that end a
S one narrow fellow, doubtless a
resentatives.
republic should furnish homesteads rlieap. The Democrat, had been
objecting that the Constitusturdy independence on which such institutions tion authorized taxation
only for revenue, and not
rest, and which it is their highest function to enin or.hr to further
private interest. The gengender, must root in the earth. Nothing is so con- eral hursts upon any
him with this line passageservative and nothing more Democratic than a
“Great Heavens! uml is that to tie your our idea ol
general ownership of land. Tile public lands were government? I always thought every
government,
a sacred trust to furnish homes to coming millions,
m >st of all, every free government, ought to
where each man, erect and independent, might seek and,
lie regarded as the great Alma Mater of her chilhis own welfare unhampered by an otUeious govdren.” The chief idea of the gentleman's whole
ernment, and unhindered by landlords. So long as school if
polities, tin* very bedplate of all the "pro
that safety-valve is open the rapid increase of the
tective
and the deepest conviction ol
population bodes no ill to tlie republic. The inev- Hie great machinery
party of much government i™ [here.
ataiile conflict between the landed and the landless, (
A good motner nurses nor Helpless name*, ami
the reclamations of the hungry upon the full, which
end in anarchy and authority, are indefinitely post- just so the State should coddle its helpless children
poned. Monopoly of land goes hand in hand with To men who have honestly absorbed this political
the proletariat and the army. A wise government philosophy, the Democratic faith, no doubt, seems
would have guarded these lands as the very secret cold and poor. But Mr. Jefferson would have said
ol liberty.
True, there is hum enough leu to last that the “children” of the United States government were grown men, as intelligent upon the
our time, and this generation may not have to I'aee
average, and as able to take care of themselves, and
the reckoning, but, none the less, it will come.
The aristocracy of Rome thought it a very shrewd judge what is best for them, as even this nursing
tiling to take up all the public lands in Italy at nom- mother, who happens in this case to be GeneraJ
"What 'Thomas .Jefferson did
inal rents, hut when Tiberius Uraccus required at Sehenck himself.
the hands of their descendants the people’s lands for say to the report of Mr. Hamilton, in which ho
the people’s use, they found at last that their greed * proud before the people his plan of administering
had cost them dear, for it eost them in ike end the government according to the “general welfare”
their lives and their liberties. The civil wars and scheme, which only a mild form of what is knowu
Caesar were the arrears of their rents, in the face very welfas the “war power plan,” was this—“The
of such facts I merely add, as uu insignificant de- object of these plans is to draw all the powers oi
tail, beneath the notice of a great people, that be- the government into the hands of the general Legsides these enormous lauded estates you have given islature, to establish means for corrupting a suiii
to divide the honest
away to railroads some $64,INK),000 in cash or cient corps in that Legislature
scale
bonds, widen you will have to pay. Now, my votes ami to preponderate by their own the
fellow-citizens, these facts by themselves are se- which suited, and to have the corps under the comrious, certainly. They seem to show a reckless and mand of the Secretary of the Treasury, for the purRut if they pose of subverting step by step the principles of the
extravagant method in legislation.
stood alone, and if they concealed nothing behind Constitution.” Such, gentlemen, we say is subits true meaning,
them, they would only mean that you must work stantially the line of policy and
harder and pay more tuxes. But thev do not stand which tie Republican party presents tor approbaalone. Rebind them looms up the gaunt and gigan- tion to-day, and such is the scheme of government
tic form of the great railroad ring, holding your which you ratify with your vote if you vote the ReAs Mr. Madison said of Mr.
ticket.
government between its iron bauds. The gentle- publican
Hamilton—“He adininistnitioned the government,
men who manage this combination possess fortylie and
live thousand miles of rail, worth two millions of into a tiling totally different from that which
well had been understood and indollars, over which they carry one hundred and I know perfectly
the people in adopting if.” So the Democtwenty-live millions tons of freight, and by which tended by
that the Republican party ha*
they earn four hundred million dollars yearly. In racy say to-day the
government into something
ten years more they will have perhaps twice as “reconstructed”
different
from anything the pttfpto
not
only totally
much power. Certainly the size and power of this
even intended, but so utterly unlike the work 04
clique entitles it to a fair share ol the plunder which the
fathers, that Mr. Madison himself would not
is going. And now, my friends, if 1 add reconold Patrick HeajV
struction to the long line of trophies of the Repub- knowu it for his offspring, and
an awfu;
lican party, 1 believe 1 may dismiss this part of my would justly vociferate again—“It lias
a
it
towards
monarchy.
sir;
squints
homily. It is necessary to touch upon reconstruc- squinting,
And certainly the army of flunkies ami the color oi*
tion, because it is largely through that and the
would justify the old patriot. For, in.
powers developed by the war that we must trace corruption
of this complication of unauthorized,
the whole scheme and policy of which isolated consequence
As Alexander jurisdiction under which our frame of governmenu
measures are only detached parts.
office-holders ha*
Hamilton said that we needed a war to "nerve the has broken down, the army of
in ton
aud those maladies of
Executive,” so only by the civil war could the au- been doubled which years,
under
thrive
patronage, and
dacity and authority have accrued to < 'engross the body politic
'which rendered possible the later policy of the Re- swell to bursting upon a plethoric public purse,
publican party. That policy is the direction ol pub- have grown intolerable. "'The best Republican**
lic affairs by the hands of and in the interest of or- while ih<\ defend the system by their votes, dethe corruption which i* depraving the nationganized and associated capital. For the civil war plore
acted as a universal solvent, reducing Constitution, al character, and denounce the office-seeking which
States, parties, laws, and men to a struggling mass, is debasing our politics.
destitute ol organic, law, save the deepest of all
G* od men *>i all parties stood aghast at the
laws, the law of self-preservation. Congress nat- scramble which took place at the last election. Tb
urally carried on the government in the emergency host of office-seekers and tide-waiters and men
by ait exercise ot that; law which we railed the “inside politics” has been as the sands of the sea
"war nower,” and from that day to this it lias been I11 other days in our free aud liappy land; but never,
like all bodies of men who grasp power, very loath either in the multitude or ravening, did it equal the
to give it up.
herds of young lions of moral ideas that suittehed
Now the ‘‘war power" is nothing lad force; the ami tore for the patronage of President Grant. F01
and
when
of
this
merely;
evil, admitted and confessed, the Rupublican
Congress
conquest,
right
came to deal with the difficult question of restora- party will apply 110 remedy and offer no palliation
tion, it was the easiest and pleasantest way to use except a Civil .Service Bill, which it will not enact.
the power they had rather than recur to the com- My friends, the Civil Service Bill would he better
paratively calm and dilatory and colorless processes than nothing, hut after all, it is only a plaster—it
of constitutional conciliation.
Force, therefore, can cure nothing so long us you maintain a system
applied or implied, has been the whole inspiration which by its enormous taxes and vast expense* and
of reconstruction. Accordingly the great body of lavish grants und interminable meddling with ever)
whites in the seceding Stales were held alien en- nook and corner of State jurisdiction and private
emies, and they are still regarded by the law as enterprise, promotes corruption ami demand* an
mere paroled prisoners of war, unlit to be trusted endless army of servants for its manifold eruud*
with any share in the government, and dangerous Mr. Macau ley tells us that
to public safety.
lienee the disfranchisement of ail
“Where’er down Tiber garbage floats, the greedy pike
the able men and most of the educated men in nearyou see.”
with
the
the
This
combined
one-half
of
land.
ly
And you see him there because bis food is there
sudden enfranchisement of a very large class of
probably the most ignorant constituency in the —because there the sewers of Rome vomit—amt
world, has resulted in the upheaval t.> places of you can never get rid of him except by starv ing
trust and honor of a scum so foul that it turns the him. Take away the refuse upon which he feeds
stomach of even the most “loyal." This modern Cut down your outlay, reduce your taxes, »top
generations of Southern statesmen lias furnished “protecting” the people aiuT’rcconstructing” State*
just such tools as ambitious and greedy tactions re- Reduce your central government to the simple fedquire. They were both facile and cheap. Con- eration of the fathers, amt then, perhaps, houedly
scious that they have no stake in the country they tnuy return to public service and economy drive
represent, and reflect nothing but the most odious out the lazy luzzuroni of the Treasury. But while
element ill the entire Confederate calamity, they I you muntuiu a system which is day by day more
must prepare a refuge speedily from tlie wrath to ami more consolidating the definitely defined funccome.
Hence it is that monopolies have settled tions of every limited delegated power into a grand
I lie imperial government, you must look to see corruplike nightmares upon the American people.
South, which once sent such men as (ieorge Wash- tion increase and politics degenerate. Why, see it
ington and Thomas Jellersou and James Madison go under your very eyes to-day.
and John Marshall and Henry (May and John ('.
'The advent of President Grant was h* raided a*
Calhoun and Andrew Jackson to the national conn a new era of supra political purity. No longci
oils, is now represented by such gentlemen as John were the hack politicians to hear away. Only the
C. Abbott, Frederick A. Sawyer, Willard Warner, most honest independent, pure citizen should octhe notorious ltrownlow, or the martyred Whitle- cupy office for the public goat I. Such was tininore! The South is dead and lifeless. The best promise. What has been tin* performance? First.
men meet your reproaches, at the wretched condi- >\\ saw judge Hoar driven from office because lie
tion of their State governments with “It is no af- was too honest and upright for his place, ami now
fair of mine. I am a rebel, ami you wont let nic- •Secretary Cox is forced out by a coalition of two of
he anything else.” The words of an ancient histo- the most corrupt and jaded political hacks in the
rian applied to Haul, after its compiest by Caesar, country, because he lias ably and firmly tried to reto the South that 1 pray your in- form his department in the interest of the people
apply so closely
dulgence if f repeat them. “Let the reader con- rather than a party. My friends, this is the hale
ceive the languid and bloodless figure of Uuul, just truth, as thousands of good Republicans know, amt
escaped from a burning fever ami inflammation of yet they maintain the system which works, und
her vital parts; let him remark how thin and pale must continue to work in this way. Hoar aud
she is; how helpless ami nerveless she lie-; how Cox have gone; Mr. Fish will soon follow, aud
she fears to move even a limb lest she should bring thou the men who really control the Republican
on a worse relapse.
The thirst that consumes her party w il! openlv use it. Look again at Missoni 1.
is her impatience at the demand for pledges of her There is an Inmost division of opinion
among honis the sweet cold draft ored and eminent leader of the Republican
liberty
perpetual servitude;
party
for which she burns; she rayes for the waters on a question of principle.
Mr. Gratz Brown ami
which were stolen from her.’’ The upshot of tlie Senator Sclmrz maintain that it is a parody on equal
whole matter then we find to lit- that capital, with rights to give votes to every black man in the State
its instinct of power, took possession of the great and to refuse votes at the same time to fifty thou*
machine which the people in their extremity built and white men. And so 1 think, and so you think,
to subdue a restive minority ami turned il toils and so thinks the honest half of the Republican
own profit.
party. And yet President Grunt meets the qtie*
The railroads, hanks, furnaces, mills, mines, ami lion how? By argument' He cannot speak? By
the multitude of the lesser daughters of the horse- ideas?
He has none. By persuasion?
’Tis oi
leech have for six or eight years past ruled the such a kind as lie knows, and the only kind that hi*
the
Uuited
States
distorted
through
people of the
party uses—proscription, force, “war power.” He
yet familiar forms of their old frame of government turns out of office all who differ from him. I tell
as absolutely us ever the landed interest of England
you, my friends, the fault is in the whole gl and
ruled the United Kingdom. The entire financial systematic, combined, and consolidated paraphei
been
dictated
by organized nalia of autocracv, denominated the Republican
policy of Congress lias
and associated capital. Mow, my friends, do not part y.
i.nii
nn
suppose I am about to abuse these capitalists or
in.iiiisiilg ,n i.i.n 111..1
rail at capital, for 1 am not. 1 admire many of the limeli more morul Until utlier parties arc, through
men, and wo should all starve without capital. the hypocritical humbug which professes to cite the
Take them through, they are the most thrifty, Declaration of Independence, with ils assertion that
shrewd, industrious, energetic and audacious men “governments derive their just power from the
in the community. They control you, as they make consent of the governed." in deliauce of ••recontheir money, by their capacity and skill. They are struction,” down to the flagrant fraud which pronot so much to blame for taking what you like to tests that it protects all equally by a tariff, which
give, though perhaps they might have a litlle more allows the employer to charge monopoly prices,
moderation. But you are fifty to their one, and while the employed must starve on Chinese wages,
outvote them when you like. If you like their way, from top lo bottom'—from end to end— the thing is
why, vote with them; if you don’t, why, your a rotten and corrupt oligarchy of money. And
remedy is plain—vote the other way. I think it I now, fellow-citizens, you may fairly ask us what
very likely that they honestly think that their in- we have to propose if you give the power to the
terests and the public interest are identical, and Democratic party. I will toll you, and it is easy to
it may be so; I shall lie satisfied if you accept this toll, for I have no new tiling to discover. The
fact—that nn oligraphy (using ttie word in its liter- principles of Democracy arc as old as the governal and not in its offensive sense) has for some time ment itself, and they are as plain as the sun at Holicontrolled tlio machinery ol legislation, and an day. The doctrine is the same that it was twewtf*'
aristocracy, measuring precedence by purses, di- years ago and will he seventy years lienee. Democrects public affairs. Their guidanccjyou may judge racy, ill a word, begins at the other end altogethto be still desirable after a full review of the situa- er. It takes t he individual man at the starting twin
tion, or you may fear to fall out of the frying pan and says that lie is the important matter, and youi
into the fire, blit I would suggest as assistants to a government is only an incident and creature of his
fair deliberation, two thingsFirst, that even convenience. It laughs at your preposterous idea
when a private ami a public interest coincide, that government is wiser and better than the people.
huinun nature always will present the private in- It is aristocracy which assumes a superior merit to
terest to one of the ring first. And secondly, t direct and advise its subjects. It is monarchy lit
would ask you to take with you these pregnant rrrace of Uod which pretends to this power of coswords of Adam Smith. After telling you how all seting and dandling its children. It Is imperialism
the product of the soil is divided between tliree which conquers and administers abject and subject
classes, those who live by rent by wages ami by provinces. Democracy leaves each man lree to
profit, Adam Smith proceeds to show how the seek Ills own happiness, provided he does not injuro
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his neighbor. Why, my friends, even the language
of tin' Radical newspaper and stump smells of the
bsequious spirit which hows to an aristocracy of
speculators and money-changers and shop-keepers.
What is their favorite charge against all who differ
with them V “They are disloyal.” Wltat is thnt ?
Well 1 will tell you. Loyalty is a word derived
from the old feudal times, and expresses the relation of the slave to his master, the subjection of the
serf to his lord, the regard of the vessel for his king.
The citizen is tree, the subject is loyal. Loyally is
no new thing.
It was rampart here before the battle of Bunker’s Hill. Then, as now, the rich and
high were most “loyal.” The “loyalists,” however. disliked
the climate alter the “Declaration.”
They are remembered as Tories uow. Generals
Warn n and Putnam were “rebels” about the same
time. Let the negro, if he likes, be loyal to the
■arpet-bagger, anti the office-holder to his patron,
and the Radical politician to his “government,”
but as for us. we will be content with thc old-fsshioned wavs of our fathers, and swear with them
•q.i the be-t of our ability to preserve, protect, and
defend the Constitution of the United States.”
These are not my notions, gentlemen, they were
the notions of Thomas Jefferson. According to
him. each man has a right—limited only by bis
neighbor’s equal ights—to his life, to his liberty,
and to pursue bis own happiness in his own way.
These were rights which he maintained to be inherent. inalienable, and not derivative or held by any
service. All governments can do is to see that
these rights are not interfered with, or the man’s
innocent, free action hampered. The best government is that which governs least. The best governed are those why govern themselves. My friends,
exactly that is our notion to-day. All that is necessary to dispose of all these questions which the
paternal meddling and managing of the party of all
the morals has raise I. i- to apply the simple Democratic test to them, and mark the result. Do you
ask me how to deal with tiie South
The Democratic doctrine is contained in a queer, old, rusty,
uid forgotten pamphlet. Let me read it to you.
"The people of this commonwealth have the sole
exclusive right of governing themselves as a free
sovereign, and independent State; and do, and forever hereafter shall, exercise and enjoy every power, jurisdiction. and right which is not or may not
hereafter be bv them expressly delegated to the
l nited States of America is Congress assembled.”
And if that is treason—as I suppose it is now-ad iv—why. it is high time that the book which contains it be burned by the common hangman. It is
entitled. “A Declaration of Rights of the inliabitmts of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.”
I'hat, gentlemen. i> pure disloyal Democracy, anil
nothing else, ami stick to it still. But. then,"agentleman the other night at Faneuil Hall told us that
there were “outrages" at the South.
Well, I
should think it vi ry probable. 1 only wonder that
not
It
be
a
more.
must
there are
mean-spirited
11. ople that would not grow outrageous under such
I am sure Massachusetts people were
tr alnient.
rough enough when a similar attempt was made to
is construct them in 17115.
For an infringement of
their liberties, not one hundredth part as gross ns
tliat perpetrated on Georgia, they bore down the
hoiis of Governor Hutchinson, and plundered and
rilled and robb-d (lie houses of the Register of the
■

Admiralty

and ol the Comptroller ot the Customs
A id. niv friends, I am very much

in Itoston.
afraid they would do it again, loyal as they are, in
a like case.
It is always so in such cases. Ireland
is full of "outrages,"’ Poland was famous lor “outrages," and Hungary was so outrageous that Austria has been impelled to restore her constitutional rights to her in order to stop the “outrages.”
< >f course
they are outrages in the subject States.
I know one myself, a gross outrage; indeed, very
m arly as infamous an outrage as ever was committed upon a free people, the great, original and supreme outrage—reconstruction.
There Is nothing for it but to trust the people unreservedly, confident that sooner or later the common sense ot most will guarantee the
liberty of all
n ilie subject, no less than in the free States of the
I nii ,11. or else the fundamental idea of the Declaration is false and the basis of the Constitution a
fraud. It you ask me about tariff and taxation, I
beg you to apply the plain rule yourself. Why, for
heaven’s sake, should not a free man sell what he
lias and buy what he lacks precisely where he
pleases, so long as lie pays his share of the common
expense ? Ity what right can any set of men in
this nation dictate to me how I shall employ my
money or my memory so long as I pay my score ?
Whence came this ligneticentpatronage wliielipresscs profit on me, if I
manufacture, and menaces me
with ruin it 1 plough ? Whence comes the special
illumination which teaches a majority that it is for
my good, to take my money away trom me and
.give it another to help him out of bankruptcy?
The reason why is—force. The mason why is, that
mgress assumes to know better wliat is’good for
the people than do the people themselves. And
>o, gentlemen, as to corruption. The Republican
arty an deal with corruption—they have made it
Hi,- very vital force of their organization. Ity that
l live, and moves and has its being, and without it,
it, mission long since accomplished, it would die.
To deal with corruption effectually, you must cut
it up by the roots—abolish the offices, dismiss your
assessors and tide-waiters, cut down the
taxes,
top your gifts and grants, abolish special legislation—and all this the principle of democracy reol res. This is what it means. For it will suffer
no man in idleness nor levy a dollar that is not necCut down your army and abolish those
essary.
nests of corruption and fraud, the navy yards, and
clean out all the Augean stables of tilth which has
been piling up for thirty years.
Inspect rigidly
your custom-houses and simplify the antiquated
formulism which employs one man to do nothing,
and ten men to help him do it.
J;ake out tlio euiiibrous machinery at Washington and dismiss the myriad myrmidons of the

Reduce your expenses one-half and then
down your taxation so low that you can just
pay Hint with all the interest and twenty millions
ol the principal of flic debt each year, and take not
one dollar more from the people.
That is Democ‘‘Let Hie people alone.”
Governments
racy,
were made for man, not man for governments.
•'Hand- off." Put more trust in humanity and less
:u quackery. Confide more in the capacity of man
to take can) of himself, and less in your ability to
take care of him.
Remember that the fjest
service which Congress can do tiie American
people is just to keep out of their way. For that is
I lemoerai'V. And hearken to the man who swore
by the Eternal that the Rank of the United States
should come down. Ami who brought it down
‘■It t tie principle of constructive power and supposed advantages of tempory circumstances shall ever
In- permitted to justify the
assumption of a power
not given by the Constitution, the general government will before long absorb all the power of
legislation, and you will have in effect but one consolidated government." For that is dacksonian DemocI know well how hard it is to induce men
racy.
to trust in the simple methods of nature or imitate
the tree government of God. We all love humbug
and cleave to a quack. We adore smart men and
hanker for short cuts. If the body polite feels a

Treasury.
iit

pain, quick clap

on

thespecifi: plaster, sovereign

of all ills of State, a statute. We must still believe in our hearts that the famous man who made
'en thousand dollars one morning before breakfast
In merely marking up liis stock
actually realized
the cash, or we should not
cling to legal tender.
No one who votes for onr tariff can really doubt
the tradition that two fellows once locked
up in a
room togethci made Sffj.OoO each by
simply swapping jack-knives. Rut for this superstition it would
be dillii'iilt for us to measure Hie
prosperity before
us.
Rut for one obstacle the path of each one of Us
would lie clear lo attain such happiness ns he was
able That obsticle now is the present administration of the government of the Unieil States.
In Hie words of Thomas Jefferson: “With
all
these blessings, what Is more
necessary to make a
and
happy
prosperous people ? Still one thing
iimi'e, fellow citizens—a wise and frugal
government. which shall restrain men from
injuring one
another, which shall leave them otherwise free to
regulate their own pursuits of industry and improvement, and shall not take from the mouth of
labor Hie bread it lias earned. This is the sum of
lire

k”'"1 r-"•'1
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week, at Roxhury, that if once you let the Democratic party iu it would never he got out again
without a civil war; and, my friends, I have no
doubt lie is right. X am very strongly inclined to
think that the Judge was a prophet that time. I
believe myself that if onee the people felt the blessing of a real Democratic rule, that if ever the old
men of the sea who ride and choke them were dismounted they would never again submit their necks
to such
usage without a light. And I am more inclined to th.uk that the Judge was a prophet that
time. I believe myself that if once the people felt
the blessing of a real Democratic rule, that if ever
the old men of ihc sea who ride and choke them
were dismounted they would never again submit
their necks to such usage without a tight. And I
am more inclined to agree with the Judge, (rom
the fact that I have observed that even to keep the
people from throwing them as it is, it has been necessary to keep a good many soldiers in ten States of
That in North Carolina not even
the Union.
troops sufficed. That Philadelphia required comat the polls to keep her “loyal,”
of
soldiers
panies
and New York is so restive under Radicalism as to
require every available bayonet to pacify hor to the
yoke. Yes, my friends, the Judge is'right; the
monopolists will have to subdue us by arms before
the people will let them up again. At all events
you will have done your part to attain what Thomas Jefferson said is the sum of
good government
when you have cast your vote for a man who.
whde I 1 rankly confess that he is not connected
with any railroad ring, is yet, as I know, an able
and distinguished advocate, an enlightened and eloquent statesman, and a Jefferson Democrat—William (las ton.
Colonel Adam’s speech was frequently applauded and at its conclusion rousing cheers were given
for the Democratic candidate for Governor.
The Warren Manufacturing Company will hold
annual meeting on the 2.1th. The capital stock
is now $71,000 and probably will be increased to
$100,000. The Clipper Steam Company capital
$20,000, which lias been formed in Rocklad for the
purpose ot sawing lumber and getting out ice, on
the line of the Knox and Lincoln Railroad, have
their building up and are now waiting for their
boiler.
its

Iu Crawford county, Iowa, they have a new
kind of a man and wile trouble. A Mrs. Hunter
has sued Sarah Moran for $:t,000 for seducing her
husband. Sarah is said to be worth several times
that.

THE

The report of the Commissioners to
of the 00 or 80 men, all but twelve or twenty were
gate tiie frauds perpetrated by persons
two
THURSDAY, JANUARY 26, 1871.
assumed to control and soil to the authorities men already in the navy on boardhe haddifferent
bought.
war vessels, whose enlisting papers
of towns in this State, army and navy re- In the latter he makes oath that the whole number,
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING.
and mustered
cruits that had no existence save on paper, not varying 10 from 75. were enlisted
—BY—
into the army in the vicinity of Washington. In
The commission the former he plainly implies that he bought the enhave made their report.
H. SIMPSON,
WILLIAM
Gaslin’s, Emery’s
consisted ot Hon. Goo. K. l'albot, Gen. listment papers of ’Stimpson’s,
and Manley’s men. in the latter he. admits that he
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
Seldcn Connor and lion. Abram Sanborn. bought out Emery's and Manley's men, and it is
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
On taking his scat in the Legislature, tiie otherwise proved that he did not buy Stimpson’s. wifhin the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the year,
In the former he makes no complaint of mismanlatter gentleman resigned his place on the agement or loss of men. He was so successful $3.00.
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch of
men to spare, and after generously
Commission, consequently the report is that he hud
length in column.) $1.25 for three weeks, and 25 cents
donating ten or fifteen men which the Adjutant for each subsequent Insertion. A fraction of a square
signed by two only of the Commissioners. General assigned for political purposes at histowrit- charged as a lull one.
so as
get
The
abstract is copied from the ten request, lie sold what ho had left

following

Portland Advertiser—
It appears that towns were furnished with credits nf a doubtful character by Messrs. Colby & l’ike,
T. M. Stevens, Charles Kimball, 1). II. Brown. S.
A. Barker, Benjamin Hurd. Ilerriman. Libby .X
Co., T. II. Diusmore, Watts <A Wall, J. II. Manley,
G. M. Delaney & Co., S. C. Areher, John P.
Heath. Joseph Nvc. Elliot Walker, John 1'. Deering & Co.. A. B. Harwell, Sumner Barton, A. I).
Morrow, I. W. Heed, T. II. Hubbard. Josiah II.
Greeley, G. P. Cochrane, Lewis Tebbetts, Ira I>.
North, C. T. Bean and Hodgdon,
Sturgis.
Morris ,X Co. Many of these persons, however,
appeared to be only middle men, with or without
commission, between tiie tlrst hand brokers and
the towns, and some as agents and salesmen of the
brokers. We have examined nearly alt of these
men *tvho were reported to be alive, whom we
could tind within reach of our process.
All the inert sold classify themselves under these

descriptions:

Enlistments claimed in the United States
Navy on liotitious returns of municipal officers of
various towns, but nevertheless sold to such towns,
principally by G. M. Delaney ,fc Co. and others.
Enlistments claimed to he in. the United
2.
States Navy, numbering GO or more, originally at
the disposal of the State authorities, but ultimately
sold by A. B. Harwell.
X Enlistments claimed in the United States
navy, a list of which, purporting to number 2.11.
was’ ordered to be ered'ted to Maine by the United
States Provost Marshal General, the property to
which seemed to have been recognized as in J.
H. Manley, and tiie names on which were sold in
towns bv’liim and his consignees, J. P. Docring .X
Co., and others,
4.
Between three hundred and four hundred ostensible enlistments in the United States Marine
Corps, the right of control to which seems to have
been recognized as in tiie hands of Messrs. Colby ,X
Pike.
1.

back what he had paid out and a little, more. In the
latter he complains under oath that he lost some 50 or
Go men by the mismanagement of the State authorities, and more than $30,000 which he had disbursed
for them more than what he got back by sale and
payment, and that the State authorities repaid this
loss by turning over to him GO or more men from
tho general naval credits.
It is difficult to reconcile these two statements or
to make them appear like veritable recitals of the
We conclude that the men sold
same transaction.
by Far well to the towns of Sidney, Mercer, Winthrop, Starks, Norridgewoek and Greene, were
taken out of the category of general naval credits,
where they first stood, and put to the credit of these
towns, either in the manner that Delany effected
his assignment of the same class of men. or in the
manner the 251 list was assigned of which we
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-The terms of twenty-five members of
to lie the names of recruits in the navy, although
the United States Senate expire on the fourth
assigned by the State authorities to some 35 towns,
Subscribers are requested to take notice ot the date on
seem to have been regarded as the property of J.
Twenty-two of them are rethe colored slips attached to the paper. It is the only of March next.
n. Manley, and were probably bought by him of form of
receipt now used. For instance, 15 May 68,
and three are democrats. Their
some persons connected with and referring to John means that the
publicans,
to
that
date.
When
subscription is paid
p. Heath. We desired to obtain the testimony of a new payment is made, the date will be immediately successors will be sixteen
republicans and
Mr. Manley himself as to this list, but have been changed to correspond, and thus a receipt in full is sent
disappointed. Perhaps, however, there is as much with every paper, Subscribers in arrears are requested nine Democrats—a net Democratic gain of six
light thrown upon the acquisition, distribution and to forward the sums due.
members.

sale of this number of menus upon any other class
of suspicious enlistments. We have the testimony
of Mr. Simmons, partner of J. P. Deering & Co.,
substantiated by the books of the firm, who sold
over 100 of them; a fragment of Manley’s statement before the legislative committee of 1805; and
a copy of a paper which will be annexed to this report which Gen. Hodson thinks shows the actual
distribution of men to these towns.
It appears that the list containing these men was
procured by J. II. Manley through J. P. Heath;
that it was offered to the State authorities to obtain their sanction of its assignment to the credit of
TIIE HEATH 1,1ST.
towns with which bargains of sale had already been
as
near
as
To narrate the events
possible in the made, or were expected to bo made; that the Stato
order of their occurrence: Late in the summer of authorities sent an agent to Boston, who went on
1804. one John T. Heath, acting as a recruiting offi- board the receiving ship and reports that he found
cer, anJ having an office in l’ortland, collected a all the names on record there as enlisted men, a
list of several hundred names of persons claimed fact, however, which would in no wise prevent
to have been enlisted into the army. This list was their being sold and assigned on the credit of other
brought or sent to the Adjutant General’s office in States. The men were not residents of Maine or
Augusta by John T. Hull, Esq., of Portland, who aliens enlisted in .Maine, and there was no law or
had been actively engaged as a recruiting agent for general order by which they could be put to the
the fitv of Portland since the commencement of credits of towns in .Maine. A special order, howMr. Hull’s connection with this list ever, from Provost Marshal General Frye was obthe war.
seemed to be with a view of having the names upon tained, under which the assignment actually made
it credited to the city of Portland, on the ground seems to have been justified. We append a copy
that the enlistments were made there, a claim that of this special order dated Dec. 10,1864.
was disallowed by the Naval Commission then in
Perhaps it is fairly inferable from what we have
session at Augusta, consisting of the Governor and of Manley’s testimony that he had some agency in
the Acting Assistant Provost Marshal General, procuring this special ordor. It turned out that lie
Major Gardiner. General Ilodsdon speaks of but had a very strong personal interest in procuring
one list obtained from Heath, which contained the such order, for he seems to have alone 121 of these
names of some 300 men allowed to Portland as in men. at $47,400, and if he sold the rest at the same
the naval service, after assigning which there was rate, his gross sales must have amounted to more
a balance ot more than 400 which were classed as
The abstract accompanying the
than $100,000.
“General Naval Credits.’’ But as Mr. Hull’s state- report shows the sales of this list so far as we have
ment varies from tins, and, as we lind the original been able to trace it.
return of the municipal officers, of actual residents
THE MARINE LIST.
of Portland in the navy, containing nearly 300
Messrs. Pike & Colby seem to have managed the
names, we think the preponderance of proof is that
the list lirst. above referred to did not contain the list of men claimed to have been enlisted into the
actual residents entered in said return. The list United States Marine Corps. It was originally
itself would settle all doubt about this matter; it brought to Maine, us testified to by Mr. Farwell
ought to he on the iiles of the Adjutant General’s and General Ilodsdon, by one Capt. Forrest, and
office; General Hodgdon assured us that lie would at that time was a mere collection of sheets of foolsendeavor to find it, but in the great pressure of his cap paper containing names, without seal or proper
private business he has'as yet been unable to com- security against being indefinitely added to, and
ply with his engagement. The clerks in the office was signed only on tlie last of several sheets. The
of the Adjutant General have no knowledge of such proposition made to General Ilodsdon and Major
a paper, and both it and every other roll or list,
Gardiner, to sanction the assignment of men on
upon which any of the suspicious enlistments were this list to towns in Maine, was decisively rejected.
to
have
The
list was taken away, but was presented some
not
known
the
inare
under
borne,
passed
spection of the clerks for the purpose of being weeks after to Major Littler, successor to Major
Gardiner, and a special order from Provost Martranscribed, copied, tiled or classified.
About the time this list was prepared, Heath shal General Frye having in tlie meantime been
seems to have made an agreement with G. M. obtained, to credit them to districts and suh-disDelany. or with Delany & Yates, to sell him or tricts of Maine, they were distributed in strict actljem all the men recruited by or for him for the cordance with arrangements made with Messrs.
purpose of having them sold again to the officers of Pike ,fc Colby. Mr. I). T. Pike, tho surviving memtowns. Heath was to have a premium of 830 per ber of that firm, has testified before us with great
man for his agency in the business, and Delaney frankness, minuteness and candor, and all the main
claims that in addition to this payment, which was points of his testimony with his published aecouut
actually made, he paid or deposited with persons of his connection with these transactions and with
The
to be paid, 8100 per man for every man excepting such other evidence as we have collected.
those already in the service whose terms of enlist- only considerable discrepancy, that occurs to ns,
ment had partially expired. Under this arrange- is in that Mr. Pike states that these men were enment Messrs. Delany ,fc Yates soft by themselves listed in tlio District of Columbia, and bases liis
or through parties, to whom they sold, about ilOO claim to obtain credit of them for towns in Maine
In this number, however, are included a in part upon tlie fact that that they could not he
men.
few men sold directly by Heath, and a few by credited to any other State, whereas it appears
Thomas M. Stevens, to whom Heath had turned from the data obtained from the Navy Department
over a part by the consent of Delaney. These sales that only ‘21 of these men were actually enlisted in
were made to towns at prices ranging from 8SQ to Washington, the rest being enlisted in Philadelphia,
8500 per man. The sanction of the Naval Commis- Chicago, Boston and other cities.
Our abstract shows only 331 of these men dispossion was obtained by returns filled up in the handwritings of Delany or some one of his partners or ed of by Messrs. Pike & Colby, their agents and
clerks, upon blanks furnished from the Adjutant assignees. It is not likely however that the numGeneral’s office, and signed by the selectmen of ber was less than 400, as Mr. Pike would have no
towns, to which the sales were made, in which disposition to exaggerate tlie number. The rest of
returns the men so sold were certified to be per- them must have been sold to some other towns,
whose officers we have not been able to put oursons resident or liable to enrollment in such towns,
who were in the service of the United States Navy. selves in communication with, or who, being conhad
tent
with having them count on their quotas, made
of
towns
who
such
The selectmen
signed
certificates—their oath was not required—have no claim for disbursement to the Equalization Comgiven various accounts of how those certificates missioners, and so no clue is furnished as to their
Some few have been confident that disposition.
were obtained.
they never did sign or could have signed such reGRAND TOTAL.
turns, though they generally did not fail to recognize the genuineness of their signatures. Some
Supposing the list sent to tlie Adjutant General
have asserted that they signed the papers without by John T. Hull to have contained 009 names, and
much knowledge of their contents and as a matter the list managed by Pike & Colby to have containof form; while the scruples of others were overcome ed 400 names, and adding tlie 251 list, we have a
by the ingenious explanation that, as the men were pretty definite record of 1351 names; but besides
in the service of the United States, they ought to this, there was tlie list of Marine Corps men,
have a residence somewhere, and as no residence brought to Augusta by one Higgins and sold to G.
could he shown elsewhere in the United States, P. Cochrane in January, 1855, and out of which
they might, by a fiction of law, be considered as Cochrane, previously to his sickness, had sold about
residents of the towns to which they were assigned 30 men to towns. The rest, numbering about 170,
—it not being explained that the very certificate were left in tlie Adjutant General’s office, and the
sale and distribution of them was managed by
sought was the prerequisite of such assignment.
Delany asserts that the assignment of these men parties! unknown. That is to say, we concludo
to the credit of towns was refused by the Adjutant they were sold, because there was a special order
General, without authority from Washington, and of the Provost Marshal General to assign them upthat he procured such authority in the form of an on the quotas of towns, and in the eagerness of
order from l’rovost Marshal General Frye to towns at the time to procure men they would not
credit the names enumerated
in the list to lie likely to remain in the market. Then there was
districts and sub-districts in the State; and that sliIl|another list of 200 names in possession of Delany
of
that
after the receipt
order credits were made to at the time of his arrest, which he says were dissuch towns as he had negotiated with for the men. posed of by Major Little, and a percentage upon
tlie sale of which amounting to $604 was paid to
THE 1ARWEI.L LOT.
him. Delany names among the towns to which
1 he assignment of some sixty or more men,
this lot was disposed of, Nobleboro, Waltham and
whose names were originally borne on the Heath
and we find that the town of Nobleboro
lists but who not having been taken up by the cer- Mariaville,
made claim for reimbursement for eighteou men,
tificates of towns residents thereof were for a not
named, which it is presumed were acquired in
while classified as “General Naval Credits,” to the this
These together make an aggregate of
towns of Sidney, Norridgewock. Mercer, Starks 1380 way.
names after deducting the 271 said to have
and others, in performance of contracts made with been
distributed by the Governor from
gratuitously
those towns by A. 15. Farwcll, and for which men tlie “General
Credits,” for which the towns must
Farwell was paid, was perhaps the transaction have
paid to private persons not less than half a
which has excited more comment and sus- million dollars.
picion than any other connected with these creditsTHE SOURCE OF THE FRAUD.
Mr. Farwcll’s own explanation of this distribution has been put before the public in vaiious
Wc shall wot have fully discharged our duty, unforms. It will be found succinctly stated in his less we indicate in some
general way the conclucommunication to the Portland Advertiser, dated sions we have
unavoidably arrived at, as to the
Oct. 5,1870; and at more length in his answer to
persons upon whom the responsibility for these
interrogatories in his deposition taken bv us. He unauthorized credits rests.
When the l’rovost
says that lie went to Washington, D. C.. taking Marshal
General, in his letter of July 9,1HC4, apwith him only a private letter from Governor Cony,
Governor Cony and Major Gardiner to
pointing
introducing him and his business, and while in that the Naval Commission, instructed them that “in
vicinity procured and caused to be mustered into
tho credits of tho State of Maine and
the army, a number of men not varying far from determining
different sub-divisions of it were entitled to, the
seventy-five, part of which lie enlisted himself, Secretary thinks it will lie fair to assume that
the
part of which he bought of other recruiting agents State in which naval enlistments have been mude
and part of which were transferred to him by a man is entitled to credit for
the enlistments, unless it
whose name lie suppresses, lie advancing their shall
appear by more direct evidence that the credbounties and taking their receipts therefor.
its belong elsewhere." He seems to us to have
He says the muster rolls of ail these men were transcended the
requirements of law. The terms
either sent by mail or brought by himself to the and intendment of
the act were to throw the
Adjutant General’s office in Augusta, and that in den of proving residence upon the towns; thebur-1
efease of all the men whose receipts and enlistment fect of tlie
ins-ruction was to assume the residence
papers he did not himself bring, they were assign- to lie at the place of enlistment and throw the bured by tiie .State authorities to the State, at large or den of
disproving it upon the town, making an adto the towns of their residences respectively. He verse claim.
The instruction from the same officer
says lie had advanced as State bounties and premi- to Governor Couy and Major
Little, of Dec. 10th,
ums for these men $33,000, and over $30,000 more
the
of the 251 naval
1861,
authorizing
than was reimbursed to him in the sale and assign- recruits is of the same crediting
force, and refers to the forement of such as lie was allowed to control. Comgoing instruction. The mere private endorsement
plaining to the State authorities of this considerable upon the marine corps list in the hands of Messrs.
loss, they finally arranged to reimburse him by al- Pike & Colby, authorizing a c redit of the names it
lowing him to take some sixty or more men from contains to districts and sub-districts of Maine,
the “general credit” list and sell them to towns, by and the similar instructions
authorizing a like
which he was enabled to idemnify himself for his credit of about 200 names
upon a list held by G. P.
Haul loss. After this arrangement was agreed upto district and sub-districts in the Stnte
Cochrane,
on, lie asserts that the Governor burnt the original
of-, does not seem to us to have had the
receipts in his private room in the State House, of slightest pretext of law or propriety to vindicate it.
all the men who bad been assigned, as lie says, to Of the first list, the proof shows that
only twothe general credit of the State or of llic towns of thirds of the names thereon were
genuine, and
their residences, to none of which had a bounty there is no proof that any of the names
upon the
been paid by the State.
last list wore genuine. There was no safeguard
This statement, although asseverated and repeated against an indefinite supply of names, or
against
—by a man who lias largely enjoyed the friendsbid the same names 1 icing sold and credited indefiniteof eminent public men aud the confidence of his ly to any manlier of States.
As (o how those
fellow citizens, is contradicted by so many facts and orders were procured, we do not deem the proof
circumstances, that we find ourselves compelled, in we have collected sufficient in quantity and quality
determining what our testimony proves, to state in to express, officially, an opinion. The high officer
order the reasons for distrusting it.
acted outside of our jurisdiction if not ot our criti*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
cism, and his conduct is a matter more fit for ConWith the most strenuous purpose to credit Mr. gressional, than a State legislative investigation.
Farwcll, we .should be perplexed to determine
which Mr. Farwell, the one who fresh from the
The Kennebec Journal says 23 ice companies are
event, in February. 1863, made a statement before
the legislative investigating committee, which was now in operation on the river with “3 houses havtaken down in writing by Hon. Nathan Webb, or ing a capacity of -103,509 tons. Some of these
the one who more than six years after the event houses are from a third to a half full, while others
subscribes and swears to the testimony taken be- have just finished scraping and grooving preparafore us. In the former he stated Unit lie had a com- tory to getting in. The ice in the river is of splendid
mission from the Adjutant General and proeurred quality, 12 to 15 inches thick, and if the present
all his men under that authority. In the latter he cold weather continues, the ice crop will soon ho
swears that lie refused to lake a commission completed.
From 1500 to 2000 men are employed
from the Adjutunt General and to be consid- along the river, besides many horses and oxen, and
ered a recruiting officer, and only had a letter the towns up and down the river are beginning to
from the Governor. In the former lie said Unit he feel the beneficial effect of this business.
1

Administrators, Executors and Guardians desiring their advertisements published iu the Journal,
will please so state to the Court.

ized
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LETTER FROM BOSTON.

government of Bangood many strangers free
giving
passes to the other world. It permits the
-The

$450 for a
paid a maximum of $600 for men aud
testifies that
personal substitute. In the latter heand
$550 for a
investi- he paid a maximum of $700 for men
substitute. In the former he relates that
who personal

PAPER CREDIT FRAUDS.

-Gen. McClellan has

publish to-day an abstract of the revelations m ado by tho commissioners appointed to investigate the paper credit iniquities.
While much is brought to light ot the most
disreputable character, the reader cannot
We

avoid the belief that a great deal is yet concealed, which in all human probability will

What an amount of ambiThe Hard Times—Many People Willing to tho book season.
be
ill New England. And
to
there
must
tion
do—Charitable
but
Nothing
Labor,
Funds—Fechter a Good Samaritan—Books how many flowers are ‘born to blush unseen.’
and How They are Made—Other Items.
OTHER ITEMS.
Boston, Jan. 21, 1871.
Over nine thousand tickets have been issued
SUCII HARD TIMES!
by Leonard, Bird & Co., to persons anxious
is the prevailing cry of the people in this to
inspect the interior of the Deaeon House.
community. And as for that matter, like the
Norton and Petersen have each a Maine
cry of the Israelites, the same sound ascends ! sketch on exhibition at Williams & Everett’s
from all the land. Though it is iu our large Petersen’s
represents a United Slates frigate
cities, with their overcrowded populations,
a
chasing siaver, and Norton’s a boat's crew
that the general depression of business and
picking up a man at sea, with nothing but
consequent, lack of labor is most keenly felt. the light from their lantern to irradiate the
It is here that poverty makes the closest acinky darkness.
quaintance with persons, grips the hardest
Mrs. Scott SUhlons has been playing a
and holds on longest. And the popular opin- week’s
engagement at the Olobe, with her
ion of all people who have ever been famil- usual
poor success.
iar with this skinny-faced individual is, that
1
Twelve Temptations” are to assail the
he is never an agreeable companion, though
weak flesh and willing spirits of Bostonians
it’s very consoling to one’s pride to reflect
shortly, from the boards of the Boston
that you might bo found in worse company.
Theatre.
Many families in their quiet country homes,
l’eeht'T and .Miss Lo < ’lereq are to play an
may doubtless to-day be suffering privation
engagement at the Boston Theatre in March
and want, and yet poverty in its most pitiful
Nillson gives another series of concerts,
sense, in its direst and most repellant form,
and also appears in Oratorio in Boston, the

wasting,

wearing, heart-rending

sights,

lirst of next month.

know but little about, in comparison with the wretched, abject, despairing,
half-starved objects of humanity that go in

they

can

The lirst wedding that has taken place at
the Church of the Unity, since tho pastorate
of Rev. Mr. Sehcrmerhorn, occurred on
Wednesday ot last week. Tho contracting

and out from city habitations—if habitations
to have, for the saying of Shak-

they chance

spear that—•
He who lias a House to

put

his head

m

were Benj. C
Piper, Esq., a Slate
official, and Miss Liz/.ie (Ireen. (leo. Claf
lin. Hon. Oliver Warner, Secretary of the
The Commonwealth, and other distinguished par-

parties

his plan
lias a nice heail-coverlng"—
It includes the is in these cases
very seldom realized.
construction of a street, 250 feet, wide, along daily papers of Boston bear witness to the
the whole water front of the city, outside of fact, that the numbers of persons seeking
which solid and substantial stone piers will lodgings in police stations, are largely inreplace the present decaying wooden struct- creased since the advent of cold weather-

completed

ties

there

are

out of

large

at

would

present.

and well known poem of the sanio name,
and written by this same artist, lias been
visited at the Meoniau by both branches of

a

telligent persons, who
if they had a ehance

were

F. Buchanan Reads’ celebrated picture ol
“Sheridan’s Ride,” illustrating the beautiful

ehance to sleop on the soft side of
glad
--A note from the gentleman at Rock- a plank, rather than freeze in the open streets.
And it is not alone the idle, the vaport who was reported by the Camden Herald to have lost “a square inch of flesh from grants, the disorderly, that suffer in this way,
his sit-down” states that the account is not but many sober, honest, industrious and inof

ures.

see the light of day.
J ust enough is
revealed to make the reader long to see the true. He intimates that the Herald need not
whole record, and then to have the backs of in future
poke its nose into his private afthe rogues exposed, and a lash in the hand fairs.
of every honest man.
-Dr. McLellan.ot Lisbon,Androsgoggin
What a shameful record of corruption is
in a suit for malpractice in setting a
County,
brought out! It reaches throughalong list of
fractured leg, had a verdict of $129.87
boy’s
cormorant brokers and middlemen, through
rendered against him last week. The caso
all grades of the State service, away to
was defended by W. II. MeLellan of Belfast.
Washington, where its influence and power
-John Maguire, ot Bangor, just marwere felt even at the foot of the throne itself.
was arrested last wor k charged with
ried,
It had power enough to remove an Assistant
Provost Marshal General, who resisted the the murder of his former wife, who died sudhe was
scheme, and to put in liis place a pliant tool denly. After a full examination,
discharged.
of the ring, who doubtless for a consideration
lent his official sanction to the
Dickeyville, in Aroostook Co. wants
never

six

large portion must bo rejected.
publishers say that on an average about
manuscripts are rejected each day during
course a

All

Correspondence of the Journal.

tor the docks of New York.

PAPER CREDITS.

lit

Legislature, and the schooldoing the same thing by
The picture is ultimately destined
turns.
for the rooms of the Union League in Phiia
Pkuoie.
delphia.

the Massachusetts
children

willingly labor

It is estimated that

present over fifteen hundred girls

are

alone, besides a very
In New York cirrepresented as being much

employment
number of

cumstances

are

now

MAINE

men.

LEGISLATURE.
Jan. 17th.

In sen a ik. Mr. French of Franklin presented
worse.
Perhaps in no time within the last bill hi art to authorize the formation and regulation
of
railroad corporations, which was laid ou the
dozen years has absolute want stalked so
table to be printed under the rule.
In the House, on motion of Mr. Bliss, bill no
closely to the doors of so many people.
act to incorporate the (‘obti I.iiuo Company was
Of course there is much done to mitigate taken from
the table, and on motion of Mr. Reed ot
and reduce this large amount ot sorrow and Waldoboro, it was tabled, and ordered to be printed.
suffering, for Boston is a large-hearted, phi- Ity Mr. Ervin—Petition of William II. Danfortii
for an iet to extend bis wharf eighty fpet iuto the
in
charitlanthropic city, constantly engaged
tide waters at Newharbor, in Bristol. Referred to
able works. But charity, we are told, be- the Committee ou Interior Waters.
I!v Mr Sanborn of Bangor—Petition of the
plan. Frye,
gins at home; and the full meaning of this
Railroad Company for further time for
Piscataquis
tho Provost Marshal General, at Washington, its name changed. In memory of the radi- toxt
many of even the liberal minded Ilubitcs location if the line of its road extending from Its
of
the town,
feathered his nest nicely in this loyal busi- cal victory over the godfather
present terminus in Foxcroft to Moosehead Lake,
seem not to clearly comprehend; as witand for their completing the construction of the
ness.
One witness testifies that he paid him why not call it Barkertow n or Keeganville ? ness the
sending off, by the various churches, same, and for the right to extend its road from
$3000 for his little services. And so tho
-—-Gen. Longstrect is visiting Washing- of over $4,000 within the week, to teach un- some point on the due thereof at the westerly part
of the town of Foxcroft to the north-westerly
strand ot rottenness runs all through the of- ton. lie tried hard to get there by virtue of fortunate heathens the
blessings of civiliza- boundary of the State. Referred to the Committee
ficial action, state and national.
Jell'. Davis’s commission, but. couldn’t, and tion, whilst the North End Mission languishes on Railroads. Ways and Bridges.
l!y Mr. Clark of China—Petition of Chandler
If it were possible to single out any one now conies with one from Grant in his pocket. for want of means.
Mover et ills., for all net to authorize the County
from this odoriferous crowd, whose rottencompany with the town of BurnWhere ignorance is bliss ’tis folly to bo Commissioners ina sum
-The Camden lleiald relates that a citiof money necessary for the
ham, to expend
ness assails the nostrils with
special stench, zen ot that town in endeavoring to shoot wise”—and perhaps some of the miserable repair of the bridge leading from the depot in Clinthe Sebasticook to Burnham \ il
it would probably be the man Farwell, who as
denizens ot North street, would be glad to ton Gore across
some depredating rat- in his pig pen, shot
luge. Referred to the Committee on Railroads,
late as one year ago, was thought to be a fit
conthe
with
comfortable,
Wavs and Bridges.
exchange places
the pig itself.
Jan. 18.
tented Sandwich Islanders for a little whiie
representative of Augusta radicalism in the
-A State Tempo'anee Convention will
The division of Somerville was
In Senate.
and
a
candidate for Speaker.
KEC’IITEK
Legislature,
The report ou
considered, and again tabled.
be holden at Augusta, on the :ilst ot January
His sworn testimony, as recorded by the reIt was or
Paper Credits was ordered printed
is at present in the lfont ranks ot those who
dri ed that the Committee on Education inquire into
port, isofthe most variegated kind. Hesworo THE MISSOURI SENATOR. ELECTION OF
is
much
praised the expediency of amending the law so that towns
go about doing good, and
that ho had a commission and that he hadn’t.
what teachers shall be employed In the
GEN. BLAIR.
for his genorosity, for lie has chosen to let his may decideAct
to incorporate the Bootlihay I c
schools.
He swore that the men ooqf him $300 each,
Company, read and passed.
right hand know what his left hand doeth
and that they cost him $700 each—that
The democracy of the country will rejoice
Mi. Reed of Waldoboro presented petition of Edthey
The giving of the whole proceeds of his
were in the navy and then that
gar Day and otle-rs for amen Inieut of eliap. iis o!
they were in that the party lias gained a Senator in place
to
to
over
benetit,
$>;>,000,
private laws of DTO.
amounting
the army. In short, his oaths, like the bul- of Drake, the late radical incumbent. Ever great
Petition id' Clark and others for change of loca
charitable institutions was certainly a very
tion of bridge in Bristol was received and referred
lets in bad target practice, seem to have since the State election, which resulted so
liberal
and
commendable
warm-hearted,
JAN. 1.1.
struck all around the truth, and never hit it. gloriously for to the Democrats and their
deed ; and no one has a right to say that the
Iii the House, nn order was passed, fixing the
As a brilliant and ornamental swearist,
allies
the
liberal
it
has been
Republicans,
probmotive which prompted it was other than a llltli et' February is the time for the final report of
(,'ommittees.
ably Farwell has not been exceeded since the understood the new Senator would be (Jen.
Ry Mr. (fivliore— Petition of A. R. Frohnck et
pure one. A hot-tempered, impulsive indiFrank P. Blair, the Democratic candidate for
days of Titus Oates.
to
wharf into tide waters of Penobals,
vidual, lie evidently is; but such men are scot extend
Ray at Lineolnville. Referred to the CommitWe notice the leading radical
papers are Vice President in 1808. By joint ballot, on those who carry their hearts in one hand and tee on Interior Waters.
again endeavoring to smooth over this ugly the 18th, the Legislature of the State chose their
Ry Mr. White of Winterport—Petition of Benjapurses in the other, and whose ears arc min Lowell for Pension
llrferred to the < oinmllbusiness, with tho specious plea that nobody Gen. Blair by 44 majority. The Senator
tee on Pensions.
always
open to the cries of distress
is to blame in tho matter.
Jan. 20th.
Nobody to blame ! elect made some remarks on the occasion,
KOOK M A KIN'S,
Over a halt million of dollars
in Sj.n.v t‘K, bill an let to incorporate the Cobb
which are reported as follows:
like a great many other trades, is queer busi- Lime Company, one from the House passed to be
After
thanks for his election he said
robbed from the people of tho State,
and on motion of Mr. Holland was
by he wouldreturning
not excuse his position in partizau man- ness, and doubtless there are but few per- engrossed,
bandits leagued under tho pretences of
tabled.
loy- ner. He was proud of the title ol' democratic Sena- sons, on
a
bound
with
of
I> Townsend and others to set ot! a
down
Petition
superbly
sitting
alty and patriotism, and nobody to blame f tor, hut he would never forget theso glorious allies
Somerville and annex to Washington, was
of another party who helped to freo the State from copy of their favorite author in hand, who part of
It may be that there is no
referred to Committee on Division of Counties.
remedy. It is pos- what he termed a flagitious usurpation. The elec- ever think of the
Mr. Vose presented an order calling for the
places doubtfully clean, or
tion showed that no spirit of retaliation existed.
sible that the rascals have so
cunningly All was peace and harmony and all parties were the
opinions of the Justices of the Supreme Judicial
passages it has made since its exit Court upon the following:—Has the Legislature
rough
masked their faces, and covered their foot- united and
determined to establish the liberty of
to enact laws empowering
citizens of Missouri. Much has been said about from the author’s brain, until it safely reach- constitutional authority
prints, that the robbery cannot be brought the
to subscribe for stock in
the Broadhead letter. He was determined never ed them
Toe at one time stripped tancy municipal corporations
homo to them with the certainty demanded to
manufacturing corporations, or to aid or encourage
explain it to any man until this election was de- from
an
manufactures
and
laid
bare
the
whole
secrets
of
by
appropriation of municipal
facts,
Now he would say, in explanation, that it
by a criminal prosecution. IJut because the cided.
ft]nd.s or pledge of municipal credit't It was laid
must be interpreted by the circumstances attending
bent
of
that
the
efforts
composing, showing
on the table and ordered to be printed.
thieves cannot be convicted for lack of iden- its writing. The reconstruction acts were in
proRy Mr. Vose—Petition of Nn <1. Hlehborn et als.,
The principles of the laws of authors was not all fine phrenzy, or ready
tity, that the shameless robbery is therefore cess of execution.
for an act to amend see. 1.7, chap. fil7 Acts and ReCongress had been declared unconstitutional by imagination, but the hardest possible kind ol solves of ISOS. Referred to Committee on Railto pass for mere carelessness, a
slight indis- the Supreme Court of the United States. No powWays and Bridges.
was conferred on the military arm to try and
drudgery. Facts in the lives of other well roads.
cretion, is not the view to be taken by the er
In the ifot'SK, Mr. Sewnll reported a bill giving
execute persons In times of peace.
He cited the known
additional testi- further time to the Rangor and Piscutaijuls Rail
persons
literary
give
people of Maine. When an act of the kind, decisions in the MacArdle case, Miliigan, Bowles
road to complete tlielr road.
in the affairs of the state or in matters of less and others well known; it was then the letter mony to this truth. Commencing with hard
In Convention of tin- Senate and House, \\ illiaiu
was written. The President, ho said, then had no
the
it
on
in
the
same
Caldwell was elected State Treasurer, receiving
way through
magnitude, is known to have been done, and authority to execute laws declared unconstitu- labor, goes
voles to 20 for John 'I Uoodwin.
II.7
tional. It would have been perjury to do so. The various processes of printing, engraving,
there is a lack of proof for
By Mr. Cushing—Petition of David Fernald e!
legal purposes, President is not called upon to execute the reconand gild- als. for an amendatory ol < hapter 40 of the Revised
public opinion locates the guilt, and almost struction laws; they ure already executed, but in folding, pasting, sewing, binding
until it is finally laid upon the book-sel- Statutes in relation to the inspection offish.
no State of the Union could an election he held to
ing,
Mr. Bird— \n net to amend an act entitled an
with
always
unerring certainty.
day where a democratic majority was probablo ler’s shell', completed. Through dusty shops, netByto extend tic -barter of the Rockland Fire. A
opinion lays the odium of these transactions that troops would not be found to keep radicals in
Marine Insurance < .nipany.
oilice. lie would never assent to the use of milita- on dirty benches, in soiled hands—wrought
In the Hot si:. Mr. Cram, from the Committee
on the republican
party, whose officials and ry power to overawe the people at the election.
a thought ol
without
over
and
worked
on
Banks and Banking, on petition of John B.
upon
leaders held tho bayonets of
et als.. reported an net to extend the time
power to the That outrage has been perpetrated in Missouri by the
Retry
truths they contain ; handled ami
General Grant, and if it was an outrage here, how
grand
for the. Lime Rock Rank to except the provisions of
throats of the people, while
they robbed much more so was it in New York ami Philadel- talked about like any other property, and not an
act to rovi-e the charter of certain banks. Read
them of their substance, and cried traitor to phia. Grant had circled New York with gunboats
and assigned.
and tilled her streets with soldiers to compel the as part and parcel of some author’s life
Bill
to authorize the town of Hnllowcll to aid in
one
who
demurred.
every
stern democracy to elect a radical Governor in This is the
amusing style in which they are the construction ol u steam saw mill came up, and
November last. (Sensation.) At the May election
rise to a lengthy and exciting debate. Mr.
preceding the negroes voted, and there was no pre- discussed : “Sew up five hundred Ragged gave
Mr. Perry, sheriff and jailer at Portland, tence
Pike thought the principle Involved In the bill
of any interference or disturbance either then
and
send one hundred Little Wo- wrong, and it seemed to him that tin* Legislature
Dicks.”
in a communication to the Advertiser, denies or in November. The aet of the President, thereno authority to pass any such bill.
The Legls
men down stairs.”
fore, lius not a shadow of justification.
Lay Faith Uartney on hud
tho ill treatment of Mr. Wilson. Says he had them for the honor conferred on him, he Thanking
lature is asked to encourage the sawing of lumbei
promised the
and
in
a
box.” by municipal organizations, and be submitted that
upper shelf,
put Tennyson
to exorcise his
the Senate in accorda good room, warm
enough, apart from ance with his judgment in
it was not worthy ot attention. The matter of asprinciples, and if the time should “I doutcare anything about Yesterday’s now, sisting
State Prison convicts, with baked beans, come when tiiose
manufactures is running mad, when we
principles differed from the will but shall have one hundred .Moods
to-day.” talk about aiding to destroy our forests to a greater
brown bread and coffee for sustenance. We and interest of the State ha would return the charge
with which they had that dav entrusted him with.
How authors would shrink to hear the oll- extent annually than tin y are now destroyed.
can only say that the case as we
Their destruction is alarming. The bill was ingave it, is (Applause.)
of their brains thus familiarly treated. definitely postponed. 70 to 4.
springs
substantially as Mr. Wilson personally stated
Ry Mr. White of Winterport—Petition of Martin
The Fulton County (111.) Democrat gives
THE lTliST KOOK
it to us.
Delano and *20 others of the towns ot Hampden
ihe following account of a wife’s devotion
to bear the impress of the new
Winterport, Frankfort, Stockton, Soarsport, Buekspublishing port,
Orrington, (irlnnd, Castiue and Verona, tin
‘•Sheriff Prichard tells us that the wife of lirm of James K.
Tho Irish exiles have arrived in New York
& Co,, is "Woven tlie repeal of tlieluv prohibiting the throwing ol
Osgood
to
tho
(sentenced
George
Hyer,
and been made tho recipients of hearty atof Many Threads.” The young lady writer drill wood into the Penobscot river, also of M
for live years for horse stealing), followed
Lucy Delano and 072 others, ladies of said towns,
tentions. Collector Murphy tried to make a
is a resident of New York, but her name has in aid of same.
her husband to the walls of the prison.
They
little political capital by getting up a rival
to
Ry Mr. Cousins—Petition of Thomas F. Rowe et
attempted get away from Lewiston without not yet developed. It is a suffering story of
als.. for amendment of act to prevent the throwing
committee in the interest of his party. Its letting her know about it, but the poor woman
and
"Header
commences,
of slabs and oilier refuse into the Penobscot river
suffering love,
was evermore on watch at the
from the
depot, and so
only result has been an
—

deliberately

>

Public*

••

Penitentiary

inquiry
she was on hand when the officers and
British minister, to Mr. Fish, whether such
prisoners started
away last week, and, following on
demonstrations are a part of the Collector’s the cars,
about
tho
neck
of her husband
hung
official duties.
to the end of tho
Mrs.
hail
Isn’t our lielfast cotemporary unwittingly arraying the democratic members against liis paper by
proposing to take cognizance of their “evil doings*’’
[hewiaton Journal.
Not much. They lack both the will and
opportunity for evil. It takes the suporloyal, who handled paper credits with such

ability

and profit, to show what tho root of
evil is, and how to raise a
large crop from it.
The recent speech by lion. John
Quincy
Adams, of Massachusetts, somo extracts from
which

publish to day, is one that will
richly repay a careful perusal, lie handles
political themes, and especially the tariff,
wc

with conspicuous

ability.

Hulstcad, editor of the Cincinnati Commercial
thrashed a man who came into his office and
insult-’
ed him, and then paid the
police court #25 tor

privilege.

the

journey.
Hyer
tvyo children. These she had deliberately
given away to her people, determined to re-

Have you ever suffered?” It is a question
Monday, Jan. 23d.
that will probably be answered many times
In SKNA I K, by .Mr. lliuks— I’ctitiou of Alon/.o
in the affirmative, since it is the tendency of Colbv and forty-live others, citizens of Ruekspoi l
for change of (lie law relating to the takln» of
the presold generation to believe that they smelts. Referred to the Committee on Fisheries
have suffered

more than the perils of St.
main m Joliet, near her husband, so that she Paul, and that each man’s lot is harder than
could see him as often as
possible, and his neighbor’s to bear.
be ready, at tho end of the live
THE SILENT’ lWltTNKK,
years to
welcome him again to freedom. She
hoped is the title ot Mrs. Phelps new book, now in
she would bo permitted to soe him
often, but
like Cates Ajar, it is to
this fond hope was
rudely torn from her by press. Whether,
the stern prison rules. She can see him
but treat of the unseen land, or on the subject ot
once in two months, and then but
for two or Woman’s flights, is yet a matter of conjecthree minutes in the presence of a
guard. ture. In view ot the latter assumption and
She can write to him as often as she
pleases; with the idea that by the Silent Partner is
but he can write in
reply only once a mouth
After learning these facts the Sheriff tried to meant the ill-used, uncomplaining wife, a
get her to return to her family near Peoria; man, who has evidently been well disciplinbut her resolution was
firmly taken. She ed in domestic affairs, says, "He thinks the
had given up home and children to be near
her husband, and there she determined to boot may safely be drawn upon the other
stay at whatever sacrifice. They loft her leg.”
alone and friendless, a stranger in a
ALL AL'TIIOUS
strange
city, weeping as if her heart would break, are not so successful in
having their efforts
but unwavering in her devotion to her husband. No entreaty of husband or friend or put before the public. An enterprising pub
stranger could move her heart to leave him lishing house in this city has one thousand
in his long imprisonment.”
to be read
on

manuscripts

hand, waiting

j

In the Hot sk, Mr. t’ike laid upon the table a
set id' interrogatories to the Judge of the Supreme
Court, concerning the constitutionality of toivu
loans ill aid of manufactures. It was ordered to he

printed.

Jan. 24th.
Mr. Vose’s order asking Hie
opinion id the Supreme Court on the constitutionality of town aid to manufacturing corporations,
offered last week was refused a passage.
The House orders are as follows:
Directing
of exemptJudiciary to Inquire into the expediency
for debt;
ing women from imprisonmentthe
directing
into
propriety of so
Legal Reform to inquire Jurors
that sixty instead
amending law relative toshall
disqualify ; directing
of seventy years of age
into the
that same committee to inquire
expediency
of limiting the semi-annual dividends of Imnks to
no such bank
that
ami
shall dethree per cent..
within live years
clare an extra divide,id,
from
and not oftencr
of
organization,
than
date
three
yearn lltoreaflt'i
In tlie Si

n

u k.

A young Massachusetts hoy, was whitmed the
other day by his mother tor some delinquency
“
and
m revenge he ordered I rom the
hearse
and earrluges |tor tin mother’s ftmeral and tliev
prove up to the house in solemn
m
b

undertaker

procession,

■■■■

GENERALITIES.
i>r.
died

Stoekbridgc,

on

eminent physician of

an

Bath,

the 20th.

pears in

to-day’s

paper, will

with shooting the express messenger on the Albany road, lias been arrested, and
the messenger identities him.
l'rout sell at 20 and pickerel at to cents in the
Lewiston markets.
Two Ice boats going at a terrific rate, ran into
each other on the Hudson, and Jacob Best was
killed.

probably exceed

The mowing machine swindler, whose operations
we noticed last week, has been arrested

near

Portland, and will be held to answer.

with a well-room,
fish will be thrown as soon as caught, and thus
brought to market in the best possible condition. It
is a pretty good guaranty of freshness, when you
can see the codfish that is to constitute the base of

your chowder hooked out all kicking, and dressed

Joseph <' Wentworth, of Franklin, whose, copy
! the Journal is uncalled for at the Postollire, is
rcijuc-ted to explain the mutter.
file house of Mrs. Sear- l-ll.lridge of Bilcksport,
is burned ast week with nearly all ils contents.
I oss fhot
insured fm faint).

is

.died to the card of fable Screw
Attention is
•Vue Boots and Shoes. These goods claim a stiper>ity oyer both pegged and sewed work.
Another insurance company gone up—the .Monitor of Massachusetts.
It cannot pay over is per
cent.
A report is prevalent of a naval engagement in
the Pacific, in which tin- Prns-i-m frigate Medusa
sunk two French gunboats.

was

hung

at

before

your

eyes.

Daniels, the Lime Rock Bank burglar,'confined in
the jail in this city, died on Tuesday night. He was
feeble with consumption at the time of the robbery,
and probably assisted only by his counsel. His
sickness, which has been a lingering and painful
one, lias been alleviated by comforts sent by his
friends. He has a brother, a respectable citizen in

Massachusetts, who will probably take his remaius
away.

ON TIIE SOAEFOLD

Saturday night,

made

a

misstep

'apt. Silas 11. Lewis, of St. Albans,

1

shot and
mortally wounded about two miles distant, from
dial, place, .in Wednesday, while hunting foxes.
was

recent party in Albany, two young couples
played marriage in due form, and now the girls insist that they are tire bnwtjms wives of the voting
men. Trouble is feared.
At

a

A dutiful son in Detroit lias killed
sixty-seven of
ins neighbor’s cut to get money to buy his mother a
of
set
false teeth, lie has made a quiet neighborhood where once was a howling w ilderness, and
the old woman can now eat heartily.

Peter Ile.xburg,

a seaman, wanted a Mrs. Patcrhouse keeper in Baltimore, to
marry him. and because she r. fused shot her
dead,
and then siiot himselt.

boarding

a

on,

LOCAL

ITEMS.’ic.

News of the County and

fifty

A letter, enclosing
able

s

rip

City.

comes lo u-

ents u good merchantfrom Portland, with tie, fol-

inundriiin—

lowing

Piinri. ixn, dan. 27. 1-0).
.ilk Km rim: Sddng an article iu the columns
"j the Transcript, (copied from
you paper.) in relation to the Lobster, I beg leave lo ask you to lequest that geullcuian to state the time consumed in
counting those eggs of which in- speaks.
Yours Respectfully
p. i.. w.
P. s. Please insert in the columns of the Tran-

The

hearing

the

application for a railroad
charter from Brooks to Bangor, takes place on
Feb. first. There should lie a large delegation
present from this city, us the matter is one of great
importance.
on

As a result of the opening up of railroad connections between Belfast and Lewiston, we notice
more people from that part of the State visiting
Lewiston, some of Whom have found new and advantageous avenues of trade. Glad that it is so.
[ Lewiston Journal.
The noted Evans pauper case, involving interests
of the towns of Islesboro’, Palermo and Jackson,
is being heard before Judge Dickerson, in petition
for review.

Evans is a hard man to locate.

If any mail went courting last Sunday night, he
have longed lor the object of his adoration.
The wind blew strong and cold enough to chill any
must

but the very warmest affections.
The store of Daniel Brown, in Brooks, near the
railroad depot, was burned on Wednesday night of
last week, with its contents. The stock is said to
have been worth §1*00, and was insured for $1200.
The weather of Sunday night and Monday was
The thermometer marked
something terrible.
from 17 to 20 below zero, and Hie wind blew with
terrible force.
Mr. Win. M. Hall, ot this city, has for some time
been engaged in painting scenery to be used for tiie
theatrical

representations

at

the

Togus Military

Asylum.
a seal skin suit and a piece of raw walrus,
could just now tell pretty much how (Japt.
Hall fdt when in the neighborhood of the North

Polo.
The steamer City of Richmond lias discontinued
her trips for the winter, and will be fitted up for

minute,

14,404

a

second.

I'lmt would tic 240 a
For Tear of straining

hour.
his intellect he wouldn't work more than ten hours
a day, and being pious, he went
regularly to meetSo ho only got through with sst.000
ing.
eggs in a
or

an

coming iiiiou the route in the spring.
Mrs. Nancy Carr, of Searsport, aged lot years,
Sunday last. She was born in Ireland, und

died on

came to

this country lit years ago.

The entire contents of the freight train of Thurs-

day lust,

seven

car

loads, belonged

to

Woods,

week—and he couldn't have done that, except by Mathews A Baker.
getting a tioy to hold the shell tish—the lobster
objecting to inquiry into her private affairs. Ten
THE FRENCH WAR.
weeks, nearly, were consumed in the inquiry—the
remarkable feat in the interest of science that
recorded. lie doesn’t brag of it—but waits for
tiie world to recognize bis greatness. P. s. We
can’t insert this in the Transcript. You must see

FAIDIIERRE'S CRUSHING DEFEAT.
21.
Details of the defeat

most
is

Hrussei.s, Jan.

of General Faidherbe show that the French

Army of the North has suffered

terrible
blow from which it can hardly recover. The
Flivell about that. 'Try AI f‘i with a fifty cent scrip.
entry of tho retreating army into the citv of
Kunaw a v with a Boa r, A young man, naincil Cambria was a sad scene of disorder. The
Hanley, about 10 years old, who lias been staying troops were shoeless and in rags, and the
•or a tew days at the .Sanborn House, in this
city, army fragmentary to a great degree.
A DISPATCH FROM T1IE EMPEROR
disappeared on Saturday night, and sundry articles
London, Jan. 22. The Emperor William
about the house lott at the same time. < hi
Sunday
to the Empress from Versailles
morning, a smalt schooner that had been anchored telegraphs
the 21st—“Yesterday the enemy entirely
m Alio
harbor, was found to lie fouled under the withdrew
into Paris. 15 officers and 250
bows of a large vessel. From the fact that some
men were captured at St. Cloud.
Tho numof the articles from the Sanborn House were found
ber of tho wounded prisoners captured at St.
on hoard the
schooner, it is inferred that Hanley Quentin is 9000, besides 2000 wounded taken
attempted to get away in her at night, hut getting in the town. The total loss of the French is
iu collision witli the other vessels, left her iu the 15000.
Tho enemy has withdrawn to Valensmall boat. The schooner Bloomer, of nine
tons, ciennes and Donia. We have again occupied
that was «t anchor off Condon’s
shore, has disap- Cambrai.
London Jan. 22—The bombardment of
peared, and It is thought that the missing young
man went in her,
perhaps with associates. Whether Paris has been uninterrupted for the last few
A fire has been opened upon Si. Denthis course was taken simply as a means of
getting days.
out of town, or is the commencement of a fret-boot- nis.
London, Jan. 22.—World’s special advice
If the Jailer, Hie
ing expedition, is unknown.
from Paris states that at Council,
Friday,
weather has been unfavorable for a cruise of the
Trochu announced his opinion that it hope
kind. Hanley is an undersized young man, with
for assistance from outside should be disapfreckled face, .lark curly hair, ami dressed in
gray pointed, it would be his duty to surrender
clothes.
before the Germans destroyed public buildThe
SHoitT Cakk. The weather lias had a down- ings and tired the centre of the city.
civil members of tho Council disagreed with
ward tendency.The harbor, near the
wharves, Trochu, and lie
resigned, but again accepted
s um over one or two
nights, but the ice will procommand, after a hot quarrel. The spirit of
bably go out with the tide.The stockholders in
the populace still umlauntod.
nth of Feb. Bali had a meeting at Chase’s
Saturday
Paris advices of the 17th represent Favre as
night and elected a business committee and Trcaseriously ill. The victims of bombardment
*ure*'.A "well spring of
pleasure” was discover- in killed and wounded already number 39
ed IU a house iu our
city recently, and was shown children, 114 women and 72 men.
to

little, four year old
sister, with the remark that
11 was
doll, “t)h, no, it isn’t a
doll, its a real live
iiinui
.l ll(!
young lady who gave us that
ousting big kiss the other
night, will please accept
t Tanks.
1-. s. It was a
sugar kiss and of peppermint persuasion.Two
lectures this week. Save
and Dinglcy. Thursday and
Friday nights.i’eoPie who left their house plant, „ut ,,oor
Sunday
that
night, complain
they were nipped by the frost
.Snow Tuesday night.The poet
who said
"when iu the sultry minniier’s glebe [ sit "
didn't
have any reference to this weather.

a

a

If the petitions for a law to prevent the
throwing
of slabs Into the river, shall prevail, many
p0Oi
families iu this city will he deprived of their lire

wood.
habor

After the spring freshets the shores of nut
strewn with refuse wood from the mills.

are

Hiinonton, Bros. & Co. advertise to-day somi
splendid lines of goods, in which customers can mak.
the most satisfactory
bargains. Their stock is by
far the newest and most
desirable in this city, and

it will well repay

a

visit to see the attractive taste

with which it is displayed.

Lucky

is he who has

a

coal biu about this time.

guod wood pile and

a

fill

discharge from the nose, offensive
——ootherwise, partial Iosh of the sense of smell, taste Capital Stock all Paid
up,
$3,000,000.00
hearing, eyes watering or weak, feel dull and
stupid or debilitated, pain or pressure in the head,
ASSETS AS FOLLOWS:
take cold easily, you may be sure you have the Ca- Real Estate
unlnoumbered,
$ 253,319.14
tarrh. Thousands annually, without manifesting Cash on
hand, In Bank, and in Agents hands 801,148.45
half of the above symptuns, terminate in Consump- United States Securities,
739,250.00

Tho Storm in the West.

Chicago, 111., Jan. 19, 1871.
The recent

snow

storm here

was

almost

unparalleled in this section for severity, isolating us lor several days from the east.
Appearing first in the Nevada mountains it
struck us on Friday, tho 13th inst., and did
not cease until Sunday night.
Though not

Simonton Bros. & Go-,
1mo 320

or
or

Lard,
Beef,

PRAYER:

Mr. Bufiinton of Mass., authorizes the
President to appoint three Commissioners,
who shall meet at Washington on or before
April 1st, 1871, but who may subsequently
meet at New York, Boston, or New Bedford ;
they shall examine claims and witnesses
under oath; all claims must be presented
within six months from the day of the first
meeting; and all claims must be decided
within one year of that time.
The decision ot any two of the commissioners shall bo final.
The commission shall
hear council appointed by the government
of Now Britain. The salary of the commissioners shall be $8,000 per annum each, and
$50,000 is appropriated by the bill to meet
these salaries, and for clerk hire, &c. All
sums awarded by the commission shall be
paid by the United States within eighteen
months after the first meeting of the commission, in twenty year bonds, bearing 5 per
cent, interest.
The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to issue bonds amounting
to $20,00(1,000 for the payment of the claims
which shall bo known as the British bonds.
Upon the presentation at the Treasury department of the certificate of award by the
legal holder thereof, the Secretary shall deliver bonds to cover larger amounts, and the
balance shall be paid in tlie currency of the
United States ; whereupon the holder of the
certificate shall surrender the same to the
Secretary of the Treasury shall sell at par
such bonds as shall be necessary to pay
amounts in currency.
The copy of the bill
when it passes is directed to be furnished to
the British government.

by

Elmira, N. Y., Jan. 19, 1871.
A terrible tragedy occurred in the town of
Wayland, Steuben county, this morning. A
Mrs. Mary Hess shot and instantly killed Mr.
William H. Lewis, doing business in Wayland. lie called upon her on business, and
she met him at the door and shot him dead.
She then proceeded to the residence of her
brother, Mr. Warren Northrup, some half
mile distant from her own, and asked him to
come out of doors,
as she wished to speak
with him privately; he declined to go out, but
invited her into the house, and led the way
into a bedroom, she following closely. Just
after he entered the bedroom door she placed
a revolver to the back of his head and fired,
the ball passing entirely through his head.
She then closed the bedroom door and turned
toward a son of Mr. Northrup, who was in
the sitting room, but before she could file upon him she was seized and the revolver taken
from her.
.Mr, Northrup lived until four
o’clock this afternoon.
Mrs. Hess was taken into custody, and upon being interrogated as to why she had committed this double murder, she replied that
sho would learn Mr. Lewis not to be the cause
of so much talk as there had been about her.
It is stateil that she had not been on friendly
terms with her brother.
The circumstances
of the ease are being investigated by Coroner
Smith of Bath.
Patents.
Issued to Maine inventors, for the
week ending Jail. 17,1871, and each hearing that
date. Reported for the .Journal hy Wm. F. Skavy,
Solicitor of Patents, Schwartz Block, West Market
Square, Bangor, Me.
J. II. Butler, Hampden, Belt Clearing; G. G.
Percival, Waterville, Apparatus for Extracting
Essential Oils.
No Maine Patents were Issued last week.
Whole number of Patents issued for the week
103, together with 0 Re-issues, G Extensions, 21
Designs, and 8 Trade-marks.

Apples,Baldwin,

Veal,
Dry Cod.

18 to 00
G to
8
75 to 1.00
10 to 00
8 to 10

Calfskins,
SheepSkins,
Wood, hard,
Wood, solt,
Dry Pollock,
Straw,

Simonton Bro s & Co.

4 to 5
$S to 10

One Hundred anil

Ayer’s American Almanac, for |the new year,
lias arrived for delivery gratis by all Druggists to
all who call for it. This little annual has the largest circulation of any book in the world, made by
the fact that it furnishes the best medical advice
which is available to the people—enables them to
determine what their complaints are and liow to
cure them. It contains the startling announcement of the conflagration of a world, or the combustion of one of the stars in the firmament with all its
liuo’IO
attendant planets.

Twenty-Second

Scarlet & Gray Flannels

Semi Annual Statement

marked down from 45 to 27 cts.

Till:
lm'.’O

Comp’y

ASK FOB DB. CLARKE’S SHERRY VINB BITTERS.

Capital,-$1,000,000.

And take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke
is upon the label of each bottle. No other la genuine.
They arepuerly vegetable and will not Intoxicate, tfflp

—^
ABSTRACT OF STATEMENT, JAN. I, 1871.

CO TO FLORIDA IX 47.\ 77.7;.
11a.viN'«i for the last thirty-live years devoted my whole
time noil attention t.» the study ot luu,; ilisea. es and eunfeel that 1 understand I al »> ttie cotu.-.e that
MUU Jitiofi,
ought to he pursued to restore a tolerably had e.i.-o * 1 A.
eased lungs to healthy soundness. 'I lie fiv.-t and most. i t:;
1*1; and
j.iirtant step is, for the patient to avoid taking
the heat ot till places on this r. litin< nl for this purpo.-**, :ti
winter, is Florida, v* ell do\\ n u the Male, v. hei e tin* t< m
perat ure is regular, and not subject toi-ui h variations asm
more iii>i t iiei ii latitudes.
Faiaika is a point 1 can reeeinmeinl.
A good hotel is kept there by Feternmn.
I.ast winter 1 saw .several persons there vv lio.se lungs had been badly
diseased, hut who, under the. healing influence ofthe cli
mate and my medicines, were getting well.
One hundred miles farflier dow n the liveris R point which
I would prefer to Falatka, as tin* temperature is limro even
and the air drv and liraeiug.
Melloiivillc and Enterprise
are located tln re.
1 should give si decided preference to
Mellonville: ii is two miles from river or lake, and It
seems alnio. t impossible t>» lake cold tin re. 'the tables iu
Florida might be hot Ur, mid patients complain tit times:
but th if is a good sign, asii indicates a return of
and, when ihmis the case, they generally increase In tiesh,
and then the lungs mlist heal.*
Jacksonville, Hibernia, fireeii Cove, and many other
places in various parts of Florida, can be safely" r< coin
mended to eonsumjUi v es in w inter. My reasons for savin:
m> are, that patients are less liable to take cold tlu-re tlmu
where there is a less ev en temperatun and it is not necessary to say, that, where a consumptive person exposes
himseif to frequent colds, he is certain to die shortly:
therefore my advice is, go well down into the State, out
ofthe reach of prevailing east winds nml fogs. Jackson
ville, or almost any other of the localities nave named,
will beiiciit those who are troubled w ith a torpid liver, a
disordered stomach, deranged bowels, sore throat, or cough;
but, for those whose lungs are diseased, a more southern
point is earnestly recommended.
For fifteen y ears prior to F-tiU, I was professionally in
New York, Boston, Haiti more, and 1‘hiludclphia every
week, where 1 saw and examined on an average five hundred patients a week. A practice iso extensive, embracing
every possible phase of lung disease, has enabled me to under garni the disease fully ; and hence my caution in legat'd
to taking cold.
A person may take "vast quantities of
Schenck's Pulmonic Syrup. Seaweed Tonic, and Mandrake
Fills," and yet die if he does not avoid taking cold.
In Florida, nearly everybody is using Schenck's Mandrake Fills; for the climate Is more likely to produce
bilious habits than more northern latitudes. It is a wellestablished fact, that natives of Florida rarely die cfe..i>
suniption, especially those of the southern part. On th.*
otlu hand, in New'Englnnd, one-third at least of the population die of this terrible disease.
In the Middle Stales,
it does not prevail so largely ; still there are many thousands
of cases there.
What a vast percentage of life would he
saved if consumptives were as easily alarmed in regard to
taking fresh colds as they are about scarlet fever, small-pox,
Ac. 1 but they are not:’ they take what they term a little
cold, which they are credulous enough to believe will wear
oft iu a lew day
1 le y pay no attention to it, and lu nee it
lays the foundation for another and another still, until the
lungs are diseased bey ..a l all hope f cure.
My advice to persons whoso lungs are affected, even
slightly, f.. to lay in a stock f Schenck’s Fulmonie Sy nip,
Sclienek's Seaweed Tonic, and Sclienck's Mandrake Vill-g
and go to Eloriila. I recommend these particular medicine:*.,
because i am thoroughly' acquainted w ith their action. 1
know, that, where they'are used in strict accordance with
my directions, they will do the work that is required, 'i his
accomplished, nature will do the rest. The physician who
prescribes for cold, cough, or night sweats, and then advines the patient to walk or ride out every day will be sure
to have a corps*: on his hands before long.
My plains, to give my three medicines In necordanei with
the printed directions, except in some eases where a freer
me ..f the Mandrake fills Is necessary.
My object is, to
i<< get up
a go, d appetite.
It
give tom* to the stomach
is always a good sign when a patient begins to grow hunW ith a relish for food, and
have hopes ot .*. nli.
gry
the giMtiiU atiou id that relish, conies go. d blood, and
with it more ii.-sh, which is closely l\ Mowed by a healing
then the cough loosens and abates, the
of tin* lungs,
creeping chills aiut clammy night sweats no longer prostrate and annoy, and the'patient got
well, provided lie
avoids taking cold.
Now, there are. many consumptives wlm have not the
Thu question may he a.-ked. Is
means to go to Florida.
there no hope for Midi? Certainly tlure is.
My advice to
such is, .andever has been, to stay in a warm room during
the winter, with a temperature of about seventy degrees,
which should be. kept regularly at that point by means of a
l.eL such a pat font take his exercise within
thermometer.
tho limits ofthe room by walking up and down as much as
his strength will permit, in order to keep up a healtliy circulation of the blood. 1 have cured thousands by this system, and can do so again. Consumption is as easily* cund
as anv other disease, if it is taken in time, and the proper
The fact stands undisputed
kind of treatment is pursued.
Mandrake
on record, that Schenck's Pulmonic Syrup,
Hills, and Seaweed Tonic have cured very many of w hat
seemed to be hopeless cases of consumption, tlo where you
will, you will bo aimo.-it certain t>< iliul some poor consumptive w ho has been rescued from the very jaw., of death
by their u.c.
"So far as tho Mandrake Pills are concerned, everybody
should keep a supply of them on hand. They act oil the
liver hotter than calomel, and leave none of its hurtful
elicits behind.
In fact, they arc excellent 111 all cases
If you have parwhere a purgative medicine is required.
taken too freely of fruit, and diarrhoea ensues, a dose <t tho
If \a»u are subject to sick i.< adMandrakes vv lilcure y nil.
ache, take, a dose ol'thu Mandrakes, and they will iclicve
y ,.ii i:i two h'.urs. 1 r you would obviate tlu; effect of a
change of water, >>r the too free indulgence in fruit, take
of the Man.Irakis « very night, and you may tluu
mu*
drink water, au.l eat waterduel< ns, pears, apples, plunny
peaches, or Corn, without the risk it being made nek by
them. I la y will prot.-.-t iln.-e a* la» live m damp Munitions
against chills and fevers. 'Fry Hum. 'they tire peifeotly
harmless. '1 hey can do y oil good only.
I have abandoned my prole u.-.ional \isits to Boston and
New York, but continue to s *u patients at my office. No. Is
V.rtii Sixth Street, Philadelphia, every Saturday, from
hose who w 1.-.I1 a thorough examination
•i, a m., to J, e.M.
'1 he
with the UespiroineUT Xv.il be cliarg* d five dollars.
He.^pirometei* declares the exact condition ofthe lungs;
and patients can readily learn whether they uie curable
Hut 1 Me.-uc it distinctly'understood, that the valor not.
ue of my medicines depends entirely upon their being taken
t ri c 11 v accord in.; I. >.!: ce i oils.
lu ri.uclUfi'm, 1 v.ill say, that what persons take my
medicines, and their systems are brought into a healthy
condition tlu*r< by, they are not tmli.ddu to take cold; yet
no one w ith diseased lungscuu hear a sudden change of atmosphere without the liability'of greater or less irritation
of tlo* bronehial tubes.
Full directions to all languages m company my medicine-., so explicit and clear that any one an use them
without consulting me, and can bu bought from any
.t.
drm
J. II. SCIIENCK, M.I>.,
No. 15 North Sixth Street, Philadelphia.
&.
Co.. Boston» Agents,
C.
GOODWIN
CECKGE
«*

appetite;

Great Reduction of Fares
CALIFORNIA AND ALL

TO

WEST AND

ASSETS.
Cash on hand, in Bank, and Cash Items,
Rents and accrued Interest,.
Heal Estate unlnoumbered,.
Loans on Bond and Mortgage, (1st Lien,)
■

...
...

■

YORK,
PII1LADEL1MB1A. PITTNDI HC
ALBANY, BUFFALO.
NIAGARA FALLS,
■l»UN K IIIJK, ^AL AMANCA
CLEVELAND, DETROIT, A<

DONTON. NEW

THROUGH TICKETS,
For'Sale at GREATLY REDUCED RATES, at
WASHBURN S BOOKSTORF.
#S*\SterIing Exchange, payable on sight, for
to suit.

t

will

637,325.79
339,747.00
262,250.00
140,307.00

No. 13 Main Street,
CHEAPEST PEACE TO 11UY

Shoes and Rubbers.

There you will find the Largest and Best assortment
(and the cheapest prices,) to select from in the city.
Custom work done iu the Latest Style, and of the besl
stock, at the Lowest Prices. Also repairing done In th«
best manner and at Short Notice.

tf!9

per cent, less

Shawls
than

offered before.

ever

We have made

,,

$162,992.28

....

ter

on

As

we

a

at

PROBATE NOTiCES.

GOODS.

take account of Stock in

a

To the Honorable

Waldo:

Judge

of Probate for

the

Administrator ot

few weeks and

(he

County
estate

are

ot
ot

to answer
sum
an

sum

to

J. D. BROWNE, Secretary.

I-OXf A FIELD, Agenta.
For Belfast and Vkluilj,

hv

sacrificed.

Dress Goods.
Concert ?

Instrumental
A

A

T

splendid

assortment

on

hand that

HAYPOHD HALL, Hot Past will be closed out at cost and less
» I*

Boston, Brass,

Those in want of

than cost.

Saturday Evening, Feb. 4, 1871.
Hall’s

Reeil and String Baud.

THIS CKLEBRATKD BAXU, composed
ot the following Musicians viz :
D. O, HALL, Gold Bugle and Cornet.
RHODOLPil 11AI.L, Flute, Musette & Uold Cornet.
WM. 11. WHIDDON, 1st Violin and Barritoue.
T. M. CARTER. 2d Violin and E. Comet.
O. A, WHITMORE. 1st Clarionette and Saxaphone.
11. C. FREEMAN. 2a Clarionette and Saxaphone.
S. K. CONANT, Viola, Bass and Bells.
CHARI.ES BKHK,
and Trombone.
D. H. MOORE, Solo Trombone.
JOHN M. BUI.LARD, Contra Bass and Tuba,

DRH88 GOODS

would do well to examine
and hear

our

prices

our

before

stock

ing elsewhere.

THE CELEBRATED

respectfully
an

announces to the citizens of Belfast and viEntertainment us above, on which occasion
they will give selections from the latest and most popular Music. Consisting of Marches.
Quicksteps, Polkas,
Gallops, Waltzes, Andantes, Select Pieces Ac.
Tickets, 25 Cts.
Reserved Seats, 35.
For Sale at Washburn’s Book Store on and after Monday next, (Jan. 30,) where a plan ot Reserved Seats ean
be seen. Programme ot Concert issued at the Hall.

cinity,

Chase,

l

II. yuiiiiiir, !
L. 1>. Woodward, (
Wm. F, Washburn )
1!elitist, Jan. H5, 1871.
l*er Order

Business
Commltteo
-.'WUSI

IS HEREBY GIVEN THAI' I HAVE RKLINqulshed to my minor ion, L. W. Slater, the balance ot
Ida time during his minority, and shall pay no debts ot
hi.

contracting

nor

claim any of his

date.
Belmont, Jan, U0,1871.

Beaver Mohair
constantly

hand

on

Reduced

at

Prices.

J^OTIOE!

earnings

alter this

JOHN G. SLATER.
away*

\\aterproof t'loakilims,
to be closed out 10 per cent, less
than

ever

sold in this

city.

CUT FREE OF CHARGE
when the cloth is

purchased

at

our

Store.
do not wish to inform you. reader, that Dr. Wonderful, or any other man, has discovered a remedy that
cures consumption, when the
lung* are half consumed,
in short, will cure all diseases whether of mind, body or
estate, make men live forever, and leave death to play
for want of work, and is designed to make our sublun1

ary sphero a blissful Paradise, to which Heaven itself
shall be but aside show. You have heard enough of
that kind of liumbuggery, But when I tell you that Dr.
Sage’s Catarrh Remedy will positively cure the worst
cases of Catarrh in the Head, I
only assert that which
thousands can testify to. I will
pay $500 Reward for a
case that I cannot cure.
A pamphlet giving symptoms
and other information sent free to any address. This
remedy is

SOLD BY MOST DRUGGISTS IN ALL PARTS OF
THE WORLD.
Price 50 cents.

Sent
postpaid, on receipt of
four packages for two dollars. Bewftre
of counterfeits and worthless imitations. See that
my
private Stamp, which is a positive guarantee of Genuineness, li upon the ouside wrapper. Remember that this
private Stamp, Issued by the United States Government
expressly for stamping my medicines, has my portrait,
name and address, and the words “U. S. Certificate of
Genuineness,” engraved upon it, and need not be mistaken. Don’t be swindled
travelers and others representing themselves as Dr. Sage; I am the only man now
living that has the knowledge and right to manufaoture
the Genuine Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy, and 1 never
travel to sell this medicine.
It. V. PIERCE, M. D.
3raos29
133 ScQeca street, Buifalo, N. Y.

sixty cents,

or

by mail,

by

a Court of Probate,held at Belfast, within and tor the
County ot Waldo, on tlie second Tuesday ol January

A. D. 1871.

th foregoing Petition, < Jrdered, That the pellgive notio* to all persons interested, by
copy ot said petition, with this order thereon,
to be published three weeks successively in the Kepubli
can .Journal, a p iper printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at the Probate
Office in Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday ot
February next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, and shew
cause, i any tin y have, why the same should not be
ASA f II URLOl'Ull, Judge,
granted.
A true eop;.\ Attest -B. P. Fii:i.i>, Register, aw .s
) tioner
LT"P()N

causing

a

a Probat
Court held at Belfast, wilhiu and lor the
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol January in
the year ol our Lord A. l>. I>71.
I.ONC lLLLOW, widow ot Nathan I mg
fellow, late of Palermo, in said County ot Waldo
deceased, having presented a petition for an aikmun.'
troni the personal estate ot said deceased.
Ordered, I'hat the said Mary, give notice to all per-mis
intere.-fed by causing a copy ol this order to b> publish
ed three weeks successively in the Republican Journal
printed at B‘Hast, that they may appear at a Probate
t ourt, to be le-Id at Beltast, within and for said fount',
on the second Tuesday ot February next, at tend tie
clock before noon, and shew cans.-, ii any they have, wli,
the prayer ol said petition hould not be granted.
A
A Till RLOLdll, Judg,
A true copy. Ailed- B. P. Ftid.n, Register. :iwJ3

At

Ata Probate Court held at IVll.isf, within and for the
County oi Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot January,
A. 1). 1C 1.
AN A \ 11 1 >* > W', widow ol \
and
l»ow late ot
Palermo in said Count) ol Waldo, tlece.ised, having
preseuteil a ; t it on tor an allowance trmn the personal
cstat* of sail! deceased.
Oruered, that the said Susannah, give notice to all
persons interested hy causing a copy ot this order to be
published three weeks sticci.ively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said
County, on the second Tuesday ot February next, at ten
ot the clock before noon, and show cause, it any they
have, why the prayer id said petition should not be
ASA I’ll URLOl till. Judge.
granted.
A trip copy. Attest-B. 1*. FlKi.D, Register. iiw Js

SI’S

Concert Commence at 8 14.

A. D.
Jons

At

purchas- MAin

Violincello

Doors upeu at 1 1-2.

at

your pi
prays your
grant
him a license to sell and convey so much of the real <
tate ol said deceased, including the reversion of the
Widow’s dower thereon,1 as will satisfy said debts, ami
incidental charges, and charges of administration to said
E.N. Longfellow tor said sum.
JOHN GKEELY.
.pork

GRAND

TWO STORY DWELLING HOUSE
For Sale at a Bargain.
A PERFECT TITLE GIVEN!
IN ORDER TO CLOSE A CONcern, the Two Story House and L, in
Rockland, on South side of Rockland

--street, adjoining Benjamin Knowlton’s,
-will be sold
very low, and possession

l

large stock of Fleeced Lined
Gloves to be sold at 1*7 cts. per pair,

price 42

cents.

PAPER COLLARS
Linen

Finish, Cloth Lined, Button

Hole Collars

2

Boxes for

25

Ata l’robat
Court he'd at Belfast, within and for the
County ot Wa.do, on the second l'uesday of Jauuurv
A. l>. ls:i.
P. Will I i \\ M. O.Cllo.sR'i
1>AMEL 11 Alt A
*9 m I>FN\ Trustees under the will ot N ithanu-1 Wilson
lato of Beltast, in said County ot Waldo, deceased, lm\
tag present' d their seventh account ot I rustce.-hlp for
allowance.
Ordered, i’hat tin* said flusters give notice t »
all persons interested h> eatising a copy *>t this order to
be published three week-' in -ssivly in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast,, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor cid
County, on the second Tuesday of February next, at ten
ot the clock belor
noon, and shew' cause, it any tiny
have, why the same should not be allowed.
ASA 1 III KLOl (ill, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest -B. i*. Ft i.l l>, Register.
nvCs

1

SHUT!'.,
IKONARl)
J instrument purporting
of

named
to t

A

former

.-

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County ol Waldo, on the second l'e- sday ot Junuarv
A. I>. 'J>~1.

GLOVES.

cts.

bate.
Ordered. I'hat the said Leonard, give notice to all
persons interested bv causing a copy <■! this order to 1
published three weeks successively in tin- Republican
Journal, printed at Bellast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be l.t Id at. Belfast, within and lor s,.i t
County,on tit-.- second 1 uesday of l ehruary next,at t. n
ol the clock before noon,ami shew cans.-, it any they
have, why tin* same .- hould not In- proved, upprov«u
ami allowed.
\S \ I’ll L RLOl'l. II,
A true copy. Attest— B. I’. Fti-.i.i), Register.
w

.ftidgi

At

Probate <.'ourt held :vt Belfast, within and tor the
ot Waldo, on the second Tue-da v "I danuarv

a

Comity

A. 1). isri.
PITCH

made in

this

prices

has been

department.

uncle of

II

FR,
\\
J late of Belmont, in said Count y
IKWLS
that Lhen

Linen Handkerchief*.
A break down in

Kxeeutor in a certalu
the last will and testa

shute, late ol Stockton, in said < oui.;
of Waldo, deceased, having presented said will tor IVThomas

incut

having presented

Good

Linen Handkerchiefs 8 cts. each.

inn:.
ot

petition

t

Higgins,

ildo, deceased,

Flagg

ot said
Belmont, may b- appoint* o \ uaiuistrator on s.u I do
ceased’s estate.
Ordered, 1 ii.it the saiil Lew is, gi\e not ice to all persons interest-.ai by causing a copy ot this order to I.
published three weeks successively in the lb puldh .;a
at a Pro
Journal,printed at Belfast,that
hate Court,to be hold at Beltast,w iihin and lor said ( ounthe
second
ot
ty,on
l'uesday
February next, ut ten ot
the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they havo,
why the prayer of said petition should not be granted.
ASA 1 11 URLOl till, Judge
A true copy. Attest
B. I*. Ki i-:i.i», Register, Jugs
a

they’may'appear

H. H. FORBES.

At

WORSTED GOODS
Nubias, Hoods,
Soarls, Jackets,
Sontags, &c.
selling at cost and less than cost.

given immediately. The house is pleasantly situated,,
in a good neighborhood, five or six minutes walk from
the Post Office, High School and Churches. It contains
sixteen finished rooms, numerous olosets and other conveniences. Cellar under the whole. The house is in
good repair, has two handsome parlors, parlor chambers
and spacious entries, above and below, all which are
elegantly papered and painted. It is very suitable for a
private dwelling, or for a Boarding House, aad is convenient for one or two families. A perfect title will be
free from all claims to dower. The
may
c examined ou application to Benjamin Knowlton, or
to

given

JUST

RECEIVED

DODGE’S RUG PATTERNS, stamped

<u,

Burlap in Brilliant Colors.

PETER THACHER, Agent of Proprietors,
No. 2 Kimball Blook.
tflf'J
Rockland, Jan. 25,1871.

NO CAPITALIST IS TOO

RICH,

a

I rooai*•
ot

County

»

curt

Waldo,

lici t
on

at

tlie

i.niaM, within and tor the
uid loi -dav ot January,

nr

A. 1>. 1871.

JANF IX >Y K.N, named l..\
ufrix, in a err
tain instrument purporting ( be the last w ill and
testament ot Daniel Doyen, 11: •>: Lincoluviil e, in said
County of Waldo, decease*!, Ii :\ ing presented said will
tor l’robate.
Ordered, That the said .Sarah dam give notice t.>
all persons interested by ‘-aiming a opy nt this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal printed at Belfast, that they ma\ appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor.suid
County, on the second Tuesday of February next, at
ten of the clock before noon, and shew cause, it any they
have, w hy the same should not l>. tinned approved and
ASA THURLol Gil.Judg*.
allowed.
A true copy. Attest- li. P. Fil l.i», Register.
Jirs

SARAH

«

»

<

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor the
County ot Waldo,on the second Tuesday ot January,

At

A. D. is;i.

premises

Barber’s Notice!

W.

KKAVF.Y,

sou

of

John

Seavey, late ot

Waldo, deceased Inning
JOHN
Frankfort, in said (’ouuty
that he may bo appointed Adminisof

We

J O B B E R S.
call attention to Country

ers, to

presented
trator

Deal-

Odd Job Lots that will be

disposed

they

Simonton Eros. & Co.

QAUTION

23xprosB

I'.PKMIAM with Express. to ami from
BOSTON and PORTLAND.
E. BALMOXO. A goat.

Connecting
IP?

our

CO,

VIA

general slaugh-

the Prices of

EASTERN EXPRESS

run a

AT

INCOME AND 8EEIJ&B
Belfast, Nov. 15, 1870.

][>aily

Crash 8 cts. per yard.
Table Linens marked down.

“0,904.n

117,279.00
195,265.00

$2,703,130.68

LOCATED

1

Shoe Store!
Boots,

.January .'d, the

—

■

It. FORBES

IS

nl alter

a

GKEELY,
previous to March JOHN
Nathan Longfellow, late ot Palermo, in said County,
deceased, respectfully represents that tin- goods, cha ttels
PRINCIPAL OFFICES
credits of said deceased,
not sufficient
1st, we are willing to dispose of our and
his just debts aud charges ol Administration, by the
of thirteen hundred dollars—and that he has had
Hartford, Conu., Chicago, III., and San Francisco, Cal.
stock at prices that will benefit the advantageous oiler loi tin- real estate of said deceased, to
With Agencies in all prominent localities throughout
wit tbr the Homestead by E. N. Longfellow ot Palermo
the United States and the Dominion of Canada.
to wit. the
ot thirteen hundred dollars, he therefore
to
are
be
customers.
sell
GEO. L. CHASE, President,
Many goods
private sale.
prays that he may havi license
Wm.ui
titioner
honor to
Losses in process of Adjustment,

DIED.

THE I1KST AND
your

dale iu
liW-'C

458,023.25

LIABILITIES.

In Rockland, 16th inat„ by W. C. Perrigo Ksq., Mr
Thomas A. Staples to Mrs. Mehitnbel A. Smith, both ol
Rockland.
In this city, 20th Inst., by Rev. Wooster Parker, Mr.
Edwin Woodslde of Webster to Miss S. Adella Wadliu,
of Northport.

,11.

i

Railroad Stocks,.do
do
State, City, and R. R. Bonds,
U. S. Stocks and Bonds,
do

MARRIED.

'.v

SOUTH

EXPRESS COMPANY.

$191,627.28
17,267.17
344,135.08

Bank Stock, Hartford, Market Value,
do
New York,
do
do
do
Boston,
do
St. Louis, Milwaukee, Albany,
)
and Montreal, Market Value,

lyrlffsp

11

l»OINT«

VIA

On

--

*'

«

M A K K E T

Sale by all Dealers,

For

TI A S rr K It N

Hartford Fire Insurance

J>u. scncxcic advisf.s coxsr \;rn; //.• r<>

BUST

T H E

I N

sums

Temperance Men Admit its Utility. No
than twenty-two inches of snow lell it
can be
of less than
attempt has ever been made or ever will be made,
NO PARMER IS TOO POOR,
was piled up in fearful drifts in
every direc- to
disguise the character of Plantation Bitters. It JT. CJ A CJ CJ IO Ki A,
tion.
had in the Western Markets.
respectfully announces to his
contains alcohol; and no Bitter that does not conIS TOO POOR
and citizens, that bis shop will be closed on NO MECHANIC
A storm of sleet, which
accompanied or tain alcohol is worth a rush. Water will neither customers
the
alternated with the snow, adhored to tele- preserve the virtues of tonic vegetables nor render
to buy an Earth Closet, which i9 a substitute for the
SABBATH.
water-closet or common privy, and places wltfTln reach
graph wires, loading them down until they them active in the system. This Is a chemical fact
of ull, rich and poor, in town and in the oountry, a simno one competent to deliver an opinion on
which
alter this date.
snapped in pieeos. The wires from this the
ple means for providing, in the house, a comfortable priwill
Water tonics turn sour on
Aafurtlay Evening* unlll 111-2 vate closet, atfording comfort, neatness and health.
point eastward, for from 77 to 101 miles, the subject if deny.
stomach,
they are not sour to begin with, ■* ^
Prices $9 to $35. Send for Circulars to
wen; wrecked
as they
never were
be- (which is frequently the ease,) and produce and
J. CACCIOLA.
fore.
mean business and will guarantee
Over a thousand men have been at promote indigestion, instead of curing it. Let it
Belfast, Jan. 17, 1871. 3w28
be distinctly understood that Plantation
work
night and day in making repairs. therefore
the prices advertised to all, until
Communication with the outer world is re- Bitters is an alcohol restorative. But mark this: it
!
A
fcv
is strictly a medicine; not a beverage. It is to bo
established at last, and
the
to-morrow
in
limited
taken
and
like
at stated times,
by
quantities
WHEREAS, ou the 28th day of November, 1870, I
March 1st.
Western union lines will be
Lincoln Blanchard, of Stockton, my note ol
fully restored. other remedies and antidotes, and therefore its use land to
for one hundred and fifty dollars, payable one hall
What little news we received from the Easl is in accordance with temperance law, as well with f;avc
in six months, and the balance in twelve months.
Said
10 DOANE ST
that “higher law” which renders it incumbent
between Friday night and
yesterday, reached on every being gifted with reason to resort to upthe note was without consideration, and this Is to caution
us by railroad express from
all
persons against purchasing the same, as I shall not
BO a TO N.
Toledo, or by best possible means of accomplishing a salutary
ENOCH STAPLES.
wire via Cincinnati, St. Louis and Omaha end.
pay it.
lyrll
HAYFORD BLOCK,
Belfast, Me.
3w27*
Stockton, Jan, 7, 1871.
more

BOOTS & SHOES,

OF THE

SPECIAL NOTICES.

( Obituary notices,beyond the date, name and age,mua\
be paid for, ]
Some people suffer, and their friends suffer, from
In Cainden, Mr. John P. French, aged 62 years and L
severe pain; while they spend moro money foolishly months, formerly of Montville.
In
Camden. Charlotte 1., daughter of tho late I. T.
than it would cost to cure them, if they used Henno’s Pain-Killing Magic Oil. Take our advice and and Melinda Brewster, aged 10 years and 9 months.
In Union, 15th Inst., Mr. Viual Ware, aged 81 years.
use this popular and certain cure for such ills as
flesh and bone are heir to.
A gentleman from Bethel Ilill, Me., says Hint
Messrs Allen Bros, proprietors of Philip Allen’s
Print works It. I., were down to Bryant's Pond recently, trouting, when one of them was attacked
with sciatic rheumatism so sudddcnly, that he had
to be carried from the pond to his Hotel, a bottle of
“Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment” was resorted to,
and he was out next day.

Ginghams 121-2 cts. per yard

1871.

50to$l
$6.00 to 00
$1.00 to 00

SCREW WIRE

CABLE

price

Willi

a man

The contributor ol the ti-.li articles is a young
man of remarkable devotion lo science, as well as
perseverance ami truthfulness.
Being quick at
"ounted four eggs

N. B., November!), 1807.

If you have a

STAMPED IN BRILLIANT COLORS ON BURLAP
For sale Wholesale and Retail at

Good y’d Wide Cottons 10c per y'd

FEARFUL TRAGEDY.

script.

ligures and familiar with the eggs-aet sciences, lie

jETNA INSURANCE COMP’Y,
On the 31st day of Dec., 1870, made to the State of Maine

“IE A. JACOBS. M. D.

....

yesterday

skillful hands work out beautiful results.

Rug Pattern

OF THE

....

There was not

Dodge’s Bug Pattrkss. Simonton Bros. A
A vouug lady wrote some verses to a country Co. have for sale the stamped rug patterns which
weekly about her birthday, and headed them “May are so desirable for ladies who practice tins branch
BOth." It almost made lic-i hair gruv when il apof fancy work. They are very handsome, and in
peared in print ‘’M» 30th.”

Ohio is being actively canvassed bv a most energetic crop of chicken thieves. The people find them
mi agreeable change from book
agents.

“Moncton,

STATEMEtt!5

ANNUAL

very valuable nervous tonic, far sur-

Dry and Fancy Goods

and set the vessel

suddenly down outside the door.

Herald.

Hark Twain says: “I have seen slower people
than I am—and more deliberate people titan 1 am
—and even quieter and more listless and lazier people than 1 am. But they were dead.

a

well

Winter

An individual whose regular Sunday dinner is
oysters, having secured the shell fish at Dodge’s on lowing

political earthquake

region. [N. Y.

sider it

passing many others of considerable repute, anc
worthy the confidence of the profession gener“A. H. CHANDLER, M. D.
ally.

DODGE’S

offering

■

Very

eon

L!_JH

!

ABSTRACT OF THE

tion and end in the grave. No disease is so common State, City and Town Stocks and Bonds,
1,003,135.00
the customary services were had, and after the so more deceptive or less understood by physicians. Bank and Trust Co’s. Stocks,
1,448,895.00
now
their Fall and
1,513,887.60 are
warrant for the execution had been read, Welcome Dr. It. V. Fierce. 133 Seneca street, Buffalo N. Y., Railroad Co’s. Stocks and Bonds,
Loans
on Real Estate,.
23,000.00
was asked if he desired to say anything before tiie is the solo proprietor of Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remeextreme penalty of tiie law was enforced. It took dy—a perfect specific for Catarrh, “Cold in the
stock of
Total Assets,
$5,782,635.09
a few moments for the condemned man to compose Head,” or Catarrhal Headache, which he sends to
himself, and then, looking around upon those any address by mail or receipt of sixty cents. Sold
LIABILITIES.
by druggists.
present, lie spoke as follows:
Loises adjusted and not due,
$
74,736.35
Losses unadjusted,.
TIIE PRISONER’S ADDRESS.
209,176.69
Re insurance Fund..
1,581,996.29
friends:
heart
is
too
full.
Words
canMy
“My
Other Liabilities small, for printing, Sc.,
IIKLFiST PIlIflM CCRBEXT.
500.00 at REDUCED PRICES.
not express my feelings on this occasion. 1 hope
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.
that my presence here will be a warning to all
Total,
$1,866,409.33
[ Here
Their entire stock has been markyoung men to keep out of bad company.
Belfast, Wednesday, Jan. -i-0, 1871.
Total Income tor 1870,
the prisoner gave way aud cried, but continued
$3,972,893.83
Hound
to
ll.uo
10
to
Hour,
11
Lfog,
tremulously;] and to be true to their homes. Corn Meal, $7.00
ed down.
l.uO to 1.05 Clear Salt I*ork,
$23 to 25 Total Expenditures lor 1870,
What brought me here was disobedience to my Rye Meal,
$3,749,476.50
1.25 to 0.00 Mutton per lb,
0 to 8
father and mother; hut 1 hope that God will have Rye,
8 to lo
l.oo to 0.00 Lamb per lb,
Risks written during the year,
$329,681,382.00
05 to 100 Turkeya,per lb,
25 to 00
mercy on my soul. 1 have found peace with Him, Corn,
Risks outstanding.
238,504,573.00
and I know that He will grant me such in Heaven. liai ley,
Goto 70 Chickens, per lb
H to 17
written In Maine during the year,
Risks
8,307,006.00
20 to 00
2.00 to 2 75 Ducks, per lb,
Shun temptation, fCrying bitterly.] 1 can’t say Beans,
Risks outstanding in Maine,
6,125,050.00
Marrowfat
1.25
15
to
18
l*eas,1.00to
Geese,
is
overfull.
Good bye.”
much more. My heart
Premiums rcoelved in Maine in 1870,
103,201.52
55 to GO Hay per ton,
Oats,
$18 to 20 Losses
paid in Maine in 1870,
FINAL PREPARATIONS.
00 to
05 Lime,
87,165.05
1‘otatoes,
$1.25 to 00
former
12 1-2 cts.
COX & FIELD, Agents,
10 VVashed Wool,
ti to
35 to 40
The prisoner then stepped upon the drop, tiie Dried Apples,
l'v
50
For
GO
to
Unwashed
25
Belfast
and Vicinity.
to 30
Wool,
noose was adjusted, and one of the Deputy Sheriffs Cooking.de,
3G to 40 Pulled Wool,
40 to 00
Butter,
stepped forward and commenced to put on tiie Cheese,
20 to oo Hides.
7 1-2 to 00
black cap, when Welcome fervently offered the fol30 to 32
10 2-3 to 00
Eggs,

“O God, I present myself before Thee as a little
so many in it when recovered.
Somebody said he child humbly standing before his Father, to thank
Thee for the overflowing of Thy good lies to me.
It having been stated bv a correspondent of the was connected with the Journal office.
Thou knowest that mine eyes have been opened at
Lewiston Journal, that the wife of one of the bank
Tlie fossil jawbone found under a stump in North- the approach of death, and Thou know
also,
robbers wrote to her husband that she iiad been port, as related ill the l’rog. Age. is supposed to that I have fixed my heart upon Thine ii lage. O
when
shall
soul
before
my
appear
visited and condoled with by John Morrisev, and have belonged to a first cousin of the Cardiff giant. gracious God,
Thee, and for the first time how in acknowledgeJudge Dowling, Warden Bice authorizes the It is to be presented to the surviving members of ment of Thy loving kindness, oh, for my poor,
statement that in reference to those gentlemen the the Antiquarian Society of Bangor, that once set broken-hearted mother’s sake, let my name he
written in the book of life. O merciful Jesus, have
out from Owl’s Head in search of the owl’s tail.
Journal’s statement is incorrect.
pity on me for Chiist’s sake. Amen.”
Some fishermen who were in camp at QuantebaLet us have a hundred gun- in honor of the elecTIIE EXECUTION.
tion of Frank lilair b the United States Senate cook l’ond during the late Arctic weather,report that
During tiie prayer the cap remained above his
from the flourishing State ot Missouri; ami let the
their morning occupation was freeing their beards eyes, and when ho finished it was drawn down,
Democracy iu other states respond accordingly.
from tlie icicles that their breathing caused. Neither whereupon the prisoner groaned deeply. Almost
I New York Ileruld.
instantly afterward tiie Sheriff advanced, aud with
nor black llies were troublesome.
The follow iug are the ages of several prominent mosquitoes
the formal expression, “May God have mercy on
N ew York millionaires: Win. H. Astor in nearly
Messrs. Cox ,fc Field call attention to tlie exhibits your soul,” he pressed a spring with his foot, the
7Alexander T. Stewart, till; t’ornelius Vanderand the soul of Welcome passed to its
of tlie old and reliable Hartford and Etna offices, drop fell,
Maker. Life was extinct in six minutes from the
bilt, 70; Daniel Drew, 71 ; l'eter ('ooper, 70; tieorge
in
the
Journal
are
the
to-day. They
published
time the drop fell, and during that time only a few
Law, 7S.
lor these and other sound companies, and convulsive contractions of the nether extremities
There is much food for the reflection in lie- I d- agents
were observable.
The body hung about half an
owing questions and answers: "Who hits a wo- are prepared to lake risks ou favorable terms.
hour, aud was then lowered into the coffin prepared
sail when she Is down?''’
Whv,another woman."
At tlie January term of the Supreme Judicial tor it.
Who keeps tier down?” “Why, another woman.”
Court, of this county, S. L. Milliken and J. W.
THE DISPOSITION OF THE BODY.
1 have lost mi aiqjetite,’’ said a gigantic fellow
Wheeler, of this city, and Charles W. Chase, of
Tiie parents of the unfortunate young man dewho was an eminent performer on the trencher, to
cline to receive tile body, as its possession would
“I hope,” said the friend, “no poor man Unity, were admitted to practise in the Courts of
a friend.
simply add another pang to their already poignant
has found it; for it would ruin him in a week.”
tliis State.
grief; and consequently the remains of Welcome
Thomas Amos, an Iowa man, laid oft his coat, to
Judge Fox, of the U. S. District Court, was in will be iuterred in the prison yard.
u
which
lie
did
in
wtiip man,
good stvle. When he our city on Tuesday, for the purpose of taking deresumed his garment, lie found that a pocket-book,
How to End the Alabama Claims.
positions to lie used in the English admiralty court,
containing $2,WHJ, had been abstracted.
in the case of the bark John Dwyer, belonging to
Washington, Jan. M.
1’hey have had an earthquake in New Hampshire. the
Treat estate.
The bill introduced in the House
well. It is about time a
occurred in that

Extract. “After a lair and protracted trial o
Fellows’ Compound Syrup of Hyphosphitcs, wt

....

supplying our market with live
"hief Justice ( base is residing with his daughter
fish is to be revived. Capt. D. McFarlaud is build•piietiy in New York, endeavoring to regain his
ing on Lane's wharf, a fishing vessel of forty tons,
health. He lias given up Presidential aspirations,
that will bo furnished
into which

near >aeo

Friday, Henry (Welcome

ever

The business of

and if tiie hill passes for continuing the salaries of
retiring .judges he will resign.

On

any

JN

VERMONT.

of an old
furnished to our Windsor, Vermont, for the murder
man
whose
took
life
he
by beating him over
people. The baud, consisting of ten members, is
made up of the best instrumental musieal talent ol the head with a piece of iron—the only inBoston, including our former citizen, Mr. W. H. centive being plunder. The murderer was
W hidden. The sweetness, power and touching exonly 17 at the date of the crime, and was 19
pression which he gives to his violin performances,
The Boston Herat the time of his death.
never fail to call out u storm of applause. The
the following account of
ald's
reporter
gives
tickets are put at a very low figure, and there will
the execution—
doubtless be a full house.
entertainment of the kind

Filkins, charged

EXECUTION

The Coueert ou the evening of February 4th, by
Hall’s Boston Band, the programme for which ap-

fEarth Closel

Co,

Simonton Bios. <fc Go.,

on

a

petition

said deceased’s estate.

Ordered, That the said John W., give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be

published

three weeks

successively

in the

Republican

Journal, printed at Belfast,that they may appear at a Pro

bate Court, to be held it Belfast,within and tor said County, on the second 1'uesday of February next, at ten ot
the clock before noon, and shew cause, it any they have,
why the same should not be allowed.
ASA TH IT It LOUGH Judge.
A true copy. Attest
U. P. Fit! i>, Register. 3w'.'«

subscriber hereby giv» s public notice to all con
corned, that he has been duly appointed and taken
upon himself the trust ot Administrator ot the estate ot
John G. Sawyer, late of Montville, In the County of Wal
do, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those
who liavo any demands thereon, to exhibit the same lot
AMOS W. SPROWL.
dw,*S
settlement to him.

r|^llF
JL

subscriber hereby gives public notice to alleon1
corned, that in* has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust ot Administrator do bonis
noil witn the will annexed ot the estate ot F.ben Taylor,
late ot Unity, in the County of Waldo, deceased,
giving bond as the law directs ; ho therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demauds
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
JW-S
DAVID GIL PATRICK.

rpiIK

by

a~—i

...

JIM
-i

8LUDSGf

nn: puaikic

itKi.T.K.)

11, no! I can’t tell whar he lives,
i»„ ;uim‘ lie don’t live, you see;
lie’s got out of the habit
ra*tw:i)
< »t livin’ like
you and me.
have
Whar
yon been for the last three year
1 !i:i? you haven’t heard folks toll
J immy ltlndso passed in his checks
11•
The night of the Prairie Belle.
\\

•»

lie weren’t no saint—them engineer*
1 a!: pretty much alike—
< >n- wife in Natchez., under-tke-hil!.
\ml mother one here, in Pike.
A
‘ci-icsw man in his talk was Jim.
mi an awkward man in a row—
Pm m »;• cr lllinked, and he never lied.
I r -l.nn he never knowed how.
all tlit religion he had—
lii> engine well:
A- ..bo passed on the river;
To mind lie- pilot's bell;
I :i ever the Prairie Belle took lire—
A
And
thousand times h< swore,
!! M hold her nozzle agin the bank
i ill the la?t soul got ashore.
And thiT

»

was

tn-at

All boats ba- their day on the MNsisaip,
And her day come at last—
The Movastar Wits a hotter boat.
But die Belle she wonl'ln't be passed,
And so she come P arin' along that night—
I he oldest craft on the line,
U ail
nium r s«ju.it on her safety valve
\ iid her f-iniacc crammed, rosin and pine.

]

kiir. and conversed with him. It Is alleged
that the answers given by l'ilkins were contradictory, although nothing was ascertained
Since then, as alleged,
to criminate him.
other circumstances have transpired directing
suspicion towards him. Ilis sudden disgoes far towards confirming this

Hefo
^

«ii

:'V

a;

I

suspicion.

years since he joined the Swan
Street M. K. Church, in Alhany, and at the
present time is a member of the (trace M. K.
Church in that city. He has heretofore borne
au excellent reputation, and was greatly respected by his numerous acquaintances. It
will he hard for them to believe that lie is
the guilty man, although the appearances
seem very strong against him
lie is about
b feet 10 inches in height, sallow complexion,
brown liair, whiskers and mustache, and peculiar expression to his face, a slight Lwiching of one eye. Weight 17b to iso pounds.
\il but the great toe are missing front one
of his feet.
He is about .‘ill or :!s years of
age. It is supposed that when he left he
in dark brown clothes with
was dressed
reddish tint—perhaps grey—a dark soft hat.
Several

M A K E

<3 ^

^

TO THE WORKING CLASS.—Wc are now prepared
to furnish all classes with constant employment at
home, the whole ot the time or for the spare moments.
Easiness new, light, and profitable, Persons ot either
sox easily earn from 50c. to $5 per evening, and a proportional sum by devoting their whole time to the business
Hoys and girls earn nearly as much as men. That
all who see this notice may send their address, and tost
the business. wi‘make the unparalleled otter: To such
as are not well satisfied, we will send $1 to pay lor the
trouble of writing. Full particulars, a valuable sample
which will do to commence work on, and a copy of The
People's Literary Companion— one ot the largest and
best family newspapers ever published—all sent tree by
mail. Reader, it you want permanent, profitable work,
E. C. ALLEN ^ CO., Aio.i sta, Maine.
address

appearance

lilTFXTS

Simonton Bros & Co.

^bkrtbements.

Paisley Shawls
A SPECIALTY !
The best assortment in
vary from

Send for
Wliat i* ic ?
the STAR IN THE WEST, Cincinnati. A large
page weekly; established 18J7\ It meets all the wants
of the family;
Go per year, $1.-5 six months,
fry it.
Specimens free. Address WILLIAMSON & CANTTTM1VER$AL18R

\J

WELL, Cincinnati, Ohio.

of

CdllRlftTIAY

N
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study
explanation
phenomena.

lml\ <aiv;alto see that tin* initials arc
J. This i>thc article that has been so

kindred

Favorably

And a red haze fringed the skies,
wound it bf -k. and wound it down
From her poor bewildered eyes.

And

Where Fannie lies.

life a shattered dream!
The love that breathed with every breath.
And made our home an J-Men seem,
Now 'ilenced by the touch of death,
And -o must sorrow cloud my way,
Till there with her my rest -hail*be,
I i on the hillside far away,
The <|iiiet spot so dear to me,
Where Fannie lies.

gone!

our

to send away for

obliged

(then

Captain) McClellan was
Domingo in 1 Sob by Presi-

certainly

reason,

a

purchasers must insist

on

having it

an

imitation

determined

ticle,

we

them

constantly

them at

are

cheaper

in

nice

ar-

to

keep

stock, and sell

rates than

they

can

or

New York.

WORKS

consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS.
Incident to Married and Single Ladies
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases oi the
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
llie Face; Swelling of the Joints ; Nervousness, Constitu
Lional and other Weaknesses lu youth and the more advanced, at all agea, ol
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.
mi. l. nix §
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
21 Eudlcutt Street, Bouton. .Ran,

arranged that patients

never see or

hear each other

Recollect, the only entranco to his office is No, 21, huv
connection with his

lug
family interruption,
hesitate applying at

so

residence, consequently

that on no account
office.
DR. DIX

can

his

no

any person

IS

THE

REGULAR GRADUATE PHYSICIAN
ADVERTISING IN BOSTON,

ONLY

For

TWENTY YEARS
in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so we
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, iiote’
Proprietors, &c., that he is much recommended, and par
ticularly to

1071.

Tin; Finsi Edition 01 ()\k IIitnoukd and Fifty
Tiioi'sant> copies ot
llliotrutnl C'utalogue »f HcimI* uiiiI Floral (Oiiile, is publishloo pages, and an Engraving
ed a ml n-ady to send oin
of almost every desira!'e Flower ami Vegetable. It is
elegantly printed on mi.* tinted paper, illustrated with
Thive Hundred be- Wood Engr viugs and Two beantilul

The most beautiful and the most instructive Floral
Guide published. A C« FIIW .4 * EII1TIOT published, m all fille r respects similar to the English.
Sent live to all my customers ot ls;0, as rapidly as
possible, without application. Scut to all others who
order them tor Ten Font*, which is not half the
cost. Address
J.4T1F* 4 ICH,

llodieider, \. 1

DISEASES OF I’HK URINARY ORGANS,
Inllammation oi the Kidneys, lntlamimition of the
or
bladder,
any alteetions that interfere with the functions ot these organs always cause great pain and weakness in the small of tile back and loins.
To relieve this,
a diuretic medicine is necessary.

VF.2.

Sargent’s Backache Pills

have been
years, and

judging

DKIML ITOUl POI! IIER.
Removes superfluous hair in jlce minutes, without
skin.
Sent by mail for 61.‘-'o.
injury to the

UIMft.l.H’*

npiiiii’s wi n n \ chirr
Relieves most violent paroxysms in /ire minutes and effects a speedy cure. Price $2 by mail.

TIIE JAPANESE HAIH STAIN
Colors the whiskers and hair a bcautilul hj.aciv or
laaiwx.
It consists of only one preparation, i.j cents
by mail. Address S. C. I'PifAM, No. 721 Jayne Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. Circulars sent free. Solti by all Drug

gists.

USE THE “VEGETABLE

j C‘)|;

I hi

It AM AW.”

old standard

remedy

lor

tion. ‘‘Nothing better." Ci'i

1

/ U

Coughs, Colds, Consumpt.to:

lir.os. &

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS,
To avoid and escape imposition oi foreign and native
quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other large

:ities,

DR. DiX
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians—
many oi whom consult him in critical cases, because ot
Ills, acknowledged skill and reputation, attained
through
it? long experience, practice,and observation.
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
De not robbed and add to your sufferings in
being deceived
ay the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promises
tud pretentious of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of Special
Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit lorged
ol Institutions or Colleges, which never existed
u any part of the world; others exhibit Diplomas of the
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not only assuming and
idvertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas
>ut to further their imposition assume names of other celDyrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived

contradict them ; or who. besides, to further their impositions, copy from medical books, much that is written
jf the qualities and effects of different herbs and plants
uni ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics
tc., most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
>f the ancient belief of it«
curing everything,'' but now
known to
kill more than is cured,” and those not
killed, constitutionally injured for life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND

Co,, Boston.

NOSTRUM MAKERS.
of the Quack Doctor,
knowing
ao other remedy, he relies upon Mercury, and gives it
in
Pills, Drops, &c., so the Nostrum;o all his patients,
maker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts,
specific, Antidote, &c., both relying upon its effects in
curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in various
ways throughout the laud; but, alas I nothing is said of
the balance, some ol whom die, others grow worse and
rre left to linger and suffer for mouths or years, until relieved or cured, if posssible, by competent physicians,

Through the ignorance

BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
some uuack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
ot thelile and health of others, there are thoseamong
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving
mercury to their patients, or that it Is contained in their
nostrums, so that the ‘usual lee” may be obtained lor
professedly curing, or the dollar,” or fraction of h,”
may be obtained for the nostrum, it is thus that many
are deceived, also, and spend large amounts for experiments with quackery.

DR. DIX’S

Charges

very moderate, Communications sacredly
Confidential, and all may rely on him with the strictest
secrecy and confidence, w hatever may be the disease, condition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of Lie
United States,
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to
insure an answer.
Address Dr. L.Di\,No.21 Kndicott St. Hostoi Mass.
Boston Jan. 1 lsro l yr
are

—

DAY .X&l-ZiSffii TO
TO $10 PER
$5
who engage in
bnsines* make from $7*
$10 Surgical
our new

l»er flit) in their own localities. Full particulars and
instructions sent free by mail. Those in need of
permanent, profitable work, should address at once. CKO.
STINSON & CO.. Portland, Maine.

Read This!

R
\\rK
of

IEL PAY ACiEYTM A SALARY
per w eek and expenses, or all a large
commission, to sell our new and wonderful iuveutoms,
Address M. WAONKR & CO.. Marshall, Mich.

VV

adviser, to cali at his Rooms, 21 Kndicott St..
Boston, Mass., which they will tin,l arranged for th.-lr
special accommodation.

DR. DIX having devoted over
twenty years to this
particular branch of the treatment of all diseases peculiar
to females, it is nowconeeded
by all, (both in this eouutry and Europe,) that he excels all other known praetfeloners In the safe, speedy and effectual treatment of all
lemale complaints,
!!E medioines are prepared with the
express purpose
of removing ull diseases, such as
debility, weakness, tin
natural suppressions,enlargements of the womb, also all
discharges which How from a morbid state ot tin* blood.
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his
peculiar
style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the
female sex. and they are
respectfully invited to call at
IVo 21 EudUotl
Homon

)*1 <110*1 .IICY.-Any lady or gentleman can
JL make $1,000 a month, secure their own happiness
and independence, hy obtaining PSYCHOMANf Y,
All letters requiring advice must contain onedolhr to
FASCINATION, or SOLD CHAltMINU. 400 pages; insure an answer.
cloth. Full instructions to use this power over men or
Boston, Jan. 1 1.S71 —lyr
animals at will, how to Mesmerize, become Trance or
Writing Mediums, Divination, .Spiritualism, Alchemy,
Philosophy ol Omens and Dreams, Brigham Young’s
Harem, Cubic to Marriage, &c,, all contained in this
book; 1 oo.ooO sold: price by mail, m cloth $1.25, pup it
covers $1. Notici..—Any person
willing to act as agent
will receive a sample copy ol the work free. As no
is
all
desirous
of
capital
required,
genteel employment
Fkank 15i.au: Ni>jiinatki» in tiik
received an entire new Inshould send for the book, enclosing 10 cts. for postage, Have
cit.vr.s.
The lull vote in the Democrat’s cau- to T. W. EVANS x CO.,
41 South Sth St., Philadelphia,

i-\pemoem
enterprise. also proved uilI>i:.ai<>-1
-iieeessful, ami to relieve himself from present ami prospective Miancial troubles lie was
cus of the Missouri Legislature on Friday,
|. .| t.i engage, in mrriler and robbery.
11 is entire familiarity with the express was as follows : Blair ,r>2 ; (Lover Hi; Phelips
business and the habits of the messengers l.'I: Woodson 10. Blair made a brief speech
probably in-eired him with the idea that he returning thanks and announcing himself a
would not be detected, and if he had sue- Democrat and a Liberal ami pledging himeeeded in his intention of killing Hatpino, it self if elected to use his utmost ability for
e
possible lint suspicion would not have the people of Missouri.
been so readily directed against him.
When
lie jumped into the ear. just as the train was
The Dexter (Jazette says some time list
leaving, he exclaimed “Hallo, Woodward”— summer a Welchman from Brownsville, Pisthe name of the messenger who comes out of
cataquis County, bought a few acres of land
Albany on the same train on alternate nights, from Mr. Chapin, in Monson, for the small
llalpine told him that Woodward was in Bos- sum of 87b, which is said to have constituted
ton, Imt lie would bn in Albany the following about all his available means,
lie shortly
morning. Filkins then closed the car door, afterwards opened the splended quarry of
and advan ed towards llalpine, placed a slate, concerning xvliieh there has been much
revolver at his head and tired, following the excitement, and a short time since, lie sold
assault up with two other shots. The lirst | the property for the convenient little sum of
one
prostrated the messenger, but he was 816,000. This is pretty good wages for six
conscious of the other two, but feigned death months.
to prevent the robber from actually
killing I
him.
The villain then took possession of the
Benjamin Franklin, in 17111 bequeathed to
keys, rifled the safe ol its valuable contents, Boston and Philadelphia each 85,000. to he
jumped off the train as soon as it reached the loaned in small sums to mechanics, lie cal‘•reenbusli side, and
escaped. His idea culated the fund would reach in one hundred
probably was that llalpine would not be dis- years over $Gb,000, and gave directions as to
covered until the train reached Pittsfield,
its investment. The Boston Traveler says
lifty miles east and the idea would then be the Boston fund amounts to 814t,.OGs.!io, and
t bat lie was murdered at some
point on the road is well invested, hut the Philadelphia fund is
between Albany and that point. Unfortunateless than 8o0,000.
for
him, however, llalpine lived and made
ly
his condition known as soon as the train arrivAn ambitious editor of one of our dailies,
ed at Greenbusli.
with a leaning to metaphor, headed a desOn
Wednesday the police went to
to British belligerency with
Filkiris's bouse to arrest him, but found patch relating
that lie was lion est. Suspicion was at- “The British Lion Shaking his Mane,” and on
tracted towards him by the fact that a man taking up the paper the next morning for the
of seeing his brilliant conception in
saw a person lie
thought to be Filkins mak- pleasure
was horrified to lind it metamorphosed
ing inquiries for a pistol at a store in Green print,
into “The British Lion Skating in Maine!”
sheet on Friday.
Finding none that suited That was a big
thing on ice.
him lie was directed to Scott's store. On
Saturday, after hearing of the attempted
Catherine Flynn, of St. bonis, drank a
murder, the man informed Mr. Dwight, Supquart of
whiskey and laid down by a blazing lire. What
erintendent ot the Express
of his was
Company,
left of hor the following dav, was interred at
sti pieions, and that gentlemen called on Filthe city expend*.
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.1 I.V me tv.it.i I).CM.
, in , , knukn, latte Begistcr V. S. Treasury.
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I'll' A N. \ f eh. If,
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r ciriv.
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lul variation from meantime being only eight becoud
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Atherton &Co.," manufactured by .!>•• I S. W ’<*?i C o. Stratton, Marion, N. d.' manufactured by I > s>
jn month. Have been travelling through dltlercut secxarialUtota*
lias been carried by me even months :in .15.11 variation
tion* of the country, from New York to Calvastoo. Tex
iias been carried oy me TJ months;
Co.,
lroiu mean time being only six .seconds, A. I.. DKNNIS,
out back, by steamer ami railroad.
a
K. KICK.
tion lrom mean time being litteen sec.-nd*.
IT* -ideiit N .1. U. IK & T. Co.
y
.cvn.i
I. VROOMAN, l.uguuer
Whitney & Kite, 17‘* Kroadway, N Y.
Stem Winder— bearing Trade-Mark,
1
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WAT*’!! No. 1
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W
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1057
Stem
11
No.
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at
and
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14 months; 0 months of that time
INC.; ; its total variation lrom mean time be*eg
June,
Co.
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various climates of F.uropo. Duri.ig that time and ince
H KNfc>M 1 11
live seconds oer month.
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I
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variation
from
mean
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my return it has not varied one second per week.
Treas. Panama It. R.,ns " all Street.
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1
S.
11. l.ASSIND, Manager Knickerbocker Kile InsurW \t» it No. 1 _’01 c—bearing Trade-Mark,
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l mb-d
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Watch Co. Marion. N. d.,” manufactured by
Feb. 10, WO.
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I 11< A. N )
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live
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by
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Watch Co., has been carried by me eleven mouth*; lie
onN twelve
Wati ii No. 10r»S, Stem \\ imler bearing Trade-Mark, it*<
toi.d variation from mean time being
total variation from mean time being only seven seconds
“Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N..K," manufacturseconds. CKO. 1.0VIS, tieneral Kastern Passenger in the entire time.
A. 11. K INtr, 7 Park Place, N.Y.
ed by U. S. Watch Co., has been carried by me twenty
&
Western
Railway.
Wabash
Agent. Told*.-,
\ ir» Cres t 1. istic (Hue Spring Co., N.J.Car Spring
» redone
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For Sale

Iyr34

Clergyman, while residing in South America as a
missionary, discovered a safe and simple remedy for the

Cure of Nervous Weakness, Early Decay, Diseases of
the
and Semina! Organs, and the whole train of
disorders brought on by baneful and vicious habits.
Croat numbers have been cured by this noble remedy.
Prompted by a desire to benefit the afflicted and unfortunate, l will send the recipe for preparing and using this
medicine, in a sealed envelope, to any one who needs it,
/■'nr of charge. Address JOSEPH T.
INMAN, Station
D. Bible House, New York City.
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great variety is in Stock,

every

customer

WATERPROOFS

Best

Farming

I.IMMMHIU

Acres

THE—

and Mineral Lands in America.

acres

choice farming lands

the

road, in

STATE Ol'

on

the line ot

the

means

2,500,000 ACRES

Style.
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sit; IIT

Foil

IS

It 1

I*IIIt 'F LESS!

Roliovos

the most Distressing cases ot Phthisic in a few minuteInhaled with tie- breath, it goes directly to the I n
and air cells, and reliel' is immediate and certuii:.

Price 7.1 eta.

Simonton Bros & Co,

J
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«
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11 y

VA‘

|

Mail $1.00,

I i:tt 1*. Pr»|n lelor.
HetfaM
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THEY CUT THEM FREE UP CHARGE,
keep constantly

luml

on

ami Varied assortment,

so

:i

Lanje

that each

F A it F

RED t J (' E I
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THE STEAMER

K A T A II DIN,
Capt.
Will leave

H. S. RICH

BELFAST for BOSTON every Monday
o'clock 1*. Mmaking

at

1

One Trip per Week through the Winter.
Will leave BOSTON every Thursday

RETURNING

at 1

FARE TO

o’clock 1*. M.

BOSTON,

«»EO.
Belfast, Dec. 10,1&70,

$2.50.
11ELIA

liieut.
tf*i

government lands along the road between
OMAHA AND YOUTH PLATTK.
Surveyed and open lor entry under the Homestead and
Pre-emption laws, and can he taken hy
ACTUAL SETTLERS, ONLY.
1 WILL SELL TWO LIGHT DRAFT
An opportunity never belore
presented for securing
homes m ar a great Railroad with all the
Coasting schooners of the capacity of one
conveniences
hundred, and one hundred and twenty-live thousand
Ol all old settled
country. Newedillon of descriptive
pamphlets with maps, now ready and sent free to all Bangor lumber, one is u very desirable Hay vessel, they
are in good order, and well found, and now at this
putts ol the United States, Canada and
port.
Europe. Ad- 1 will sell them
< ress
low for cath if applied for soon.
<1. F. DAVIS, Land
Commissioner,
1
JOHN AT WOOL).
U. p. It. It. fo., Omaha, Neb.
Rich

Two Coasters for Sale.

i

Price, Quality and Style.
A First Class Investment.

FIRST MORTGAGE RONDS.
mil*: attention ol persons making investment ol
Jl money Is called to the above very desirable security.
T he Bonds ran lor twenty years, at six per cent, inter
ost in gold, and are secured upon the roadbed ol tincorporation, which ccsts nearly nine hundred thousand
dollars. The whole amount ot these bonds to In- issued
is limited to one hundred anil liliy thousand dollars
each bond bearing a certiiicale ol One ot the t ru.t«.
that it is a portion ot the said limited amount.
The money markets ol tin- worl I do not present a
better or safer securit y.
These bonds are now oll'eivd tor Bale on liberal terms.
\\
1. Col.Bl It.\ Treasurer.
Apply to
Belfast June 1,1870.
i;11

HUNKS S

TRUNKS!!

i:
DP. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No.'. Kudi
street, Post on, is consulted dally lor all diseases in rim et
to the female system. Prolapsus Uteri or l ulling >i tb>
Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, ami othci Min hi. c
Derangements, are all treated on new pathological
principles, and speedy reliel guaranteed In a very lewdays. So invariably certain is the new inode ot treat
ineiit, that most obstinate complaints yield under it.
and the alltlcted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt hud greater experience in the
cure ot diseases of women than any other physician in
Poston.
boarding accommodations for patients who may wish
to stay in Poston a few days under hi- tr» atnieiit.
Dr. Dow, since 1M1, huving coufitied hi- \\ hole attention to an oflice practice tor the cun- <•! Private Di ->-a-.
ami Female Complaint*, acknowledger! no superior hi
the l liilesl States.
N.P. All letters must contain one dollar, or the,
vvill not he uiisweieiU
(Mike hours from s a. m. to 'j r.
Poston July
1 \ ;j
l's'o.
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BURRILL & CO
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TR UNKS
Tn nil Varieties ami Stylos,
IN

i iti:

city

j

BELFAST, the west side of J'henlx Kow, over Black's
Straw Factory.
These Flunks are offered to the public at wholesale or
retail, and us cheap as they can he purchased in Boston.
They are warranted to suit. Trunks and Valises made
to order.
IKI!F1! III1H. IftOTVE.
W. !\

Belfast. April 2G, 1870.

BUKKIIJ

& ( ().
ih

>

vesselJor saleT”

ttIS

Salve

K F. 8

J. C. BOBBINS informs hN friends
public that lie has based the abov.

Belfast
NOW

IS

Savings Bank

Till,

“A penny saved
made

Kroin wh-*m tl.

TO

Published, in

a

YOUNd
Staled

DEPOSITS

Deposits received daily at the Bunking Room, from
to 12 A. M., and 2 to* P. M Saturdays hom uto \ a M
JOHN H. QUIMBV, I’reas.
ASA FAUNCfc
Belfast, July 13,187(1.
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ay, and hits ; Mental and I’hv-beal i u tij■
?, -ultintrom Sell-Abuse, &«\
By KoULlM .». < { \.\ lk\\ i-.u
M. I)., Author of the “(ire. n Book, v.
I'lie world renown. il author, in thin admirable Lniur- !
clearly proves from his own experience that the awiul
consequences ol Self-;vbus“ maybe Hl'ectuaJJy mnouii
without medicines, and without dangerous
surgi.ul
operations, bougies, instruments, rings, or cordi:. L
pointing out a mode ol cure at once certain and elfe. ti tl
by which every sullerer, no matter whut bis conditio
may be, may cure himself cheaply, ru ivatei
and
ol
caiiy. inis lit rum: wii.i. ritovi: a boon i.
THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS,
Sent, under seal, to any address, in a plain sealed cn
velope, on the receipt of -ix cents, or two [><*-• -tami
Also, Dr. UulvcrweU’s Marriage Uuidi
\ rn
Address the ITiMlshers,
(’ll AS. I, (
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Hair' Vigor,

Nature, Treatment & Radical

.Spermatorrim

bought, curly

before the 1st of any mouth
will be placed upon interest
every month, 'except
In
and November) and interest
May
computed upon the
same iu June and December.

trade

Iliiali'« t Kriiiim* Halt lire, long and favor
afilv known !■• the public d;i:n:i p.erlt‘88 and unrl.alid
It is the ht-.t. ui.-k. r-i, cht apest, the most natural. du«
in.I ellcctual Kail l»ye in thu world.
It
:ifile, h:ii in 1*
colors hair m uhOk-n tnowuor lilriek instantaneous] >
them a p. 1 (.-. t ly ii u I unil UJ prill a nee, and U ui.
..ini gi\.
attend, u with unv omirioiiH < lf. it
Rcgulai paekag.
:i"
with tuurh an-1 -p< g<
tifciO. V
nipkle, only
<;OOL»\V IN s ro. Sold f-I; ujfgJ&t*.
liUiodld

A LECTURE

Man

a! Redmid Prins

is a penny earned.”

beaiiug their

It El i 4 *T.

and every way conform to modem need-.
tuble will be supplied with all the delieue s that
be procured,and special attention given to order
neatness iu the sleeping apartments.
Ail the stages leaving the city tak. 1he,r ib-partur.
from this house. Coached run regular!
to the
.stand gut ts conveyed to any part of to. <•
•:
mitry
Pelfast. May K», Is.'O.
tt M

TIME TO DEPOSIT.

oil or

SI l-l’AW D.

in

A.

by all Druggist* and country stores.
F. B. H1ESKEI.I Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
U. C. (ioodwln & Co., Wholesale Agents, ::.s Hanover
Price :i;» cents per Bo\.
Street, Boston, Mass.
lyr'l

p,l

ISAA ( ALLAHI >,
Optician, is Sole Agent

improvements

ITCH! ITCH!! ITCH!!!

For sale

FINISH ANl) DUKAHIUITV

Jeweler anil

and
\\.!l

the

tetter: tetter:: tetter:::
Kiysipelas, Scald Head. Ringworm-*, 1’leers. Bums, Salt
Rheum, Chillbhilns, .Scalds, Pimples, Blotches, Frosted
l.iinbfl, lullamed Eyes, Pile*, am! ill Eruptions of tin*
Skin
Also good for Scratch' s on horses.
Warranted to Cure or Money Refunded.

>|Uality, of all materials u*ed fur
that purpose.

I--

1

tary Kmissious, Sexual Debility, nut ! mp« dim. nt
.Marriage generally ; Nervousness < 'ousuiiiition, 1 j

Schooner Senator, :15 tons, o.in.
flSBb a very good vessel in every respect. Wei!
found in Sails and Rigging, lets let fathoms new cable.
Will be sold very low.
K. II. ..ARL'N'KR.

ai*J

Mounted in the Finest Manner,
In

Al 'I KIN. .None t'fiiuin. unhid
ill. ■<-> t ainfie.l on
.1 y frame.

in B-

A Lecture on the

This well-known remedy does not
a Cough, and
leave the cause behind, -ah Is tho ease with most prepai
atlons; but it loosens and cleanses the lungs, ana allay a
irritation, thus rnnming 0%e cause of tJie eoniiilaint.
8 Ell W. FOWl.E «fc SON, Proprietors Itosto.".
s,.i
by druggists and dealers in medicines generally.

:ire

CANNo l

known establishment, where he oilers enter
tainineiit to the travelling public,
lie will thorough renovate the house, niaki
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WINTER ARRANGEMENT!

n HE DIAMOND GLASSES,

customer cannot tail to he suited in

The

Line !

Independent

NEHKASKA,

GREAT INDUCEMENTS

n

Dili! aoi

Jowtuiw,

Money Cannot Buy
1

PATKN I h D, May is, ISO'.*.

dry'up

their

SANFORD’S

In the

GREAT PLATTE VAI.LEY.
Now for sale, tor cash or credit at low rates ol interest.
I hose lands are near the fist
parallel ol North Latitude,
in a mud and
healthy climate, and for grain growing
and stock raising are unequalled
by any in flic United
States.
Convenient to market both east and west. Prices
range from $2,50 to $10,00 per acre.
To Settlers with limited

u.uu
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fishing

Comp’y

Direct from (lie iiovernuieiif
-OF—OF
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Phthisic !

Always

A. T

that,

so

gratify

can

tastes in Price and

112,000,000

U. .ttXjrl V

LEWIS' INHALANT, for tin Phthisic.

Urinary

JLiiml iiraat

by

Phthisic!

YOUR

BUY

Dress Goods.
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I'lltl-o.t-^thPniaiu'.pi'iuig
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Chicago, 111.

And GILES, BROTHER & CO., 142 Lake Street,

CARD.

HAVE

_

___

Wholesale Rooms, 13 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK,

voice of Fall and Winter

Union Pacific Railroad

'u I li,'i >VViU*Ii"it!^

!i

wui u.

Hooded. Insist on a e« rtitieule of
barrel. All others are spurious.

Simonton Bros, & Bo.,

A

s'

unit

s^iLUm,,*-...

QUACK NOSTRUM-MAKERS,
dirougb false certificates and references, and recommend
ttions of their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose

LADIES.—The celebrated DR. I., DIX
particularly invites all Ladies who need a Medical or

Agents!

'.‘tit unit 1‘oaition, and all, evou
aiiju^t. .11.. lh I,
S^Uinir*. an>t accural
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BACKACHE.
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Diplomas

COLORED PLATES.

Dr.

BOTH
■

FROSTED

NICKKI. AND

>

engaged

FLOEAL GUIDE

WINDERS AND KEY WINDERS,
WATCHES, PENDANTMOYEMKN1s

MANUFACTURERS
the ttuer grades all liavine three panrs « «oi«
tin cl«-a|.i-. grades, have tin- -S 1 KAH.ll I

YORK.

NEW

MAIDEN

13

Their effects and

no

AND JUDDERS

WATCH CO.,
UNITED STATES
LANE,

Halliuiorp.

Vv fLL BE FORK KITED BY Du. I..D1X
fJV3v^rVjf‘ 1 failing to cure in less time than auy
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less restraint from occupation or less exposure to ail j
weather, with sale
pleasant medicines.
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FISHERMEN!

boldly asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by
luacks.who will eay or do anything, even perjure them
to impose upon patients,) that he

VICKS

Front -iron and Glass.-

2.i0 Feet

he obtained in Boston

selves,

thoroughly tested lor the past thirty-eight
pronounced the most ellicient diuretic ever
discovered. Tin y are purely vegetable and contain no
sent out to San
mercury. Sold by druggists. Sent by mall on receipt ot
dent Pierce. His report on its condition and price, .On cts. per box.
(ffFOltttF 4. NELLE1.
YVIiol«‘*ttUi Di-uggd*!.
value to us closed as follows :
2* Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
There is
little
(icneral

from what I saw, to call Dominica a “white
republic.” The great mass of the people are
negroes and mulaltoos. A general indolence
and apathy appears to reign. There are no
1HF EXPRESS ROBBER AND ASSASSIN.
indications of either commercial or agriculTiie Boston Traveler gives the following tural prosperity. Money and the comforts
of life, are very scarce.
Wages are low, ex■ reoiint ol the
suspected roan :
when foreigners are the employers.
cept
no!
I'ilkius ionly well known in Albany, The mass of the
people seem perfectly coninit all o\er (he country within three huntented to eke out their existence in cave huts,
dred mile- in every direction from that city,
for support to their bananas and
lie ha, been in the railroad and express busi- trusting
of
eoeoanuts.
The
American
negroes
lo
upwards ol twenty years, and during Samana express more ambition and desire of
a
greater portion of that time was one of the I
their condition than the others
In oiiaii baggage masters between this city improving
The best, possible feeling appears to prevail
lie was in Boston on alternate
md Albany,
toward Americans, much better than toward
’’
a glits, and was well known here, oh
along the F.nglish and French.
tin- line, -is -Yank” Fllkins, the cognomen of
Yank” h-mg.applied by the Alb ■; -ns on
'■count of his partial residence in Boston.
Despatches from Berlin give indications
\\ hen l.c left his position as iiat;gag-'-master, of tlie manner in which Prussia proposes to
the present campaign, and induce
-mile siv or -even
yearn ago, he became a complete
t -r the American KxpressCom- certain inferences with reference to the action
me -enger
taken by King Wiliam in
pany, between this city r
nringfield, mak- to be subsoipiently
i; .ter city.
Sub- the matter. Allot the fall of Paris the King
ing hi-, residence m t.
He will
111<-m 1 v, alter about a year, lie occupied a will immediately return to Berlin.
imilar position with the Merehants’ Union not enter the city personally, but concede its
to the national guards, the regular
<
otnpany, and ran between Albany and Sus- protection
pension Bridge, lie was thus engaged for French standing army and the garde mobile
about two years, and was then promoted to The Herman troops lie proposes shall hold
the position of transfer superintendent of the the Paris forts in the meantime, and also the
ame company in Albany.
'Ellis posision he strongholds and fortresses already captured
Hermany
dso held for a couple of years, and then, in the province ol Champagne.
together with a partner, started an indepen- will then leave France free to reconstruct
or
to continue the war
dent express line between Albany and New her own government
fork.
This enterprise was a failure, and as she may elect. The annexation of Alsace
when his company wound up its affairs lie es- and Lorraine is of course part of the plan
tablished a bakery in Albany. After a year’s King William will pursue.
iins

l;.

Known Since 1829,

it'1.’icy do imt wish to h:t\c
io?x*e»\ upon them.

**
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found in Stock.

customers have been

As many

| GENUINE

The <|iH--r"si somnambulistic lian we ever
heard of. is told by the Concord Patriot
There h 1 hcen a wedding at the house of
Mr .lames Boss, (about seven miles from
\n
by and by, when tin* snows were white.
A ml a shail'nv -at in the land,
Concord,) and when the guests hat I gone.
in- iav on her bed from morn till night,
Mrs B. went about the house to -ee that all
\ud turned tin* ring on her hand,
was
safe.
She then put her baby to sleep
fin- iii diiig.it moon was blind with storin'.
and retired. She remembered nothing more,
Uu! iier heart with dreams was light—
• a 'I
eri.-.; Hr has. nine! let me go to hN arms! until she awoke in the house of Mr. •>. W.
And passed away from oil I sight.
Hatch, in Concord. having risen from her
’Ae scan-bed the \ alley, far and wide.
bed, and walked si ven miles through mud
For tin- print of a step—but no!
and rain, and asleep. Mr. Hatch, at an early
V i.d we combed her hair like tin* hair of a bride.
hour, f'Hintl her standing by his door, bareA nd made her a gra\ e in the snow.
headed, and with arms folded, asking that
And we took the smile with trust so sweet—
she might go in and rest. Mr llaleh hospita\nd vv.- look the ring—for a sign.
And the name we graved at her head and feet
bly showed the lady in, and she sat down and
\\ a I- \ i if—not Madaline.
proceeded to warm herself, called fora Bible,
rihn -i*- Mouthlv for February.
!
read, ate breakfast, and finally laid down on
a couch, holding her head as if in consideraWHERE FANNIE LIES.
ble pain. She continued to sleep until noon,
when she awoke in great surprise and asked
Nor. -ib ntlv tlie siiow-llakes fall
where she was and how she came there.
\ round my eottage home to-night,
Mr. Hatch gave her a dinner and kindly took
\ ii;11l* in tender beauty all
1'iie ombre landscape from my sight!
her home, where the family were searching
U lob* by the window- here I -lay.
in the woods and by the river tor the missAiid looking forth, can only
ing woman. The sister of Mrs. Boss said
I’ll.* !• mely hillside far away,
that at three o'clock she heard the baby cry.
»la ijiiiet -pot so dear to me,
and going to the room found Mrs. B. asleep
W hero Fannie lies.
on the bed, dressed.
So it must have been
M> eottage home ! A la-! in vain,
betwixt that time and seven tiiat she made
A- room by room I wander through.
1 li-h-n to the yoiee again
her seven-mile walk, in darkness, rain and
That ever seemed so sweet and true.
mud. Mrs. 11. has sometimes got up in her
1 only h**ar the night winds play.
sleep and done {housework, but has never
Vud, leiiid with tears, rail only see
made in her walking hours a foot journey
I Ik- loin !y hillside tar away.
that would compare with this.
The ijuiet spot so dear to me.
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AtUOSCHEKIC COXCTSsIOX.
NTAXDARD opposes Sects
|
Jlest and
and advocates Primitive Christianity.
A Chicago civil engineer has noted that
s pages; -IS columns.
Edited
Weekly;
cheapest
Family
the fact so generally observed during our
Lam
Alt.
and
.1.
S.
Isaac
Eiiuktt
Elders
Only $’? a
by
late civil war, lias been especially prominent year! Specimens free, R. W. CARROLL &. CO.,
Ohio.
during the war now waging on the soil of Pub.-'., Cincinnati,
Tic- lire bur-t -nit a* she cleared the bar.
France. During a portion of the siege ot
And burnt a kol** in the night,
u mmm 5 Persons to successfully canvass tor
A .id .j.iick a- a flush she turned, and made
I
I Strasbourg daily thunderstorms occurred. m ^ L_
Premiums we oilier, and receive a
AdThe Rhine swelled beyond its hanks, tilling Y J i"
r.i tin wilier bank on the right.
| Waltham Watch lor‘yourself. O.
■■■
■
dress
I here wa- running and cursing, but Jim yelled out cellars,
Pitopics's JCeekly, Dayton,
and driving the people from those
< h cl :.!. the mi«
mti roar,
places of refuge against the cannonade.
i'II hol.l her iioz/.k agin tlie hank
NORWAY OATS,
Again, at Sedan, the terrible conflict which
Till tin las! galoot's a-liorc.”
terminated in the surrender of McMahon B_and ALSIKE CLOVER. Sample packages sent
!he
hot. black breath
the burning boat and
brougli
to all Farmers; also, a copy ot the AMERlNapoleon was followed by an immense ■ ■ free
Jim Biudso's voi.c was heard,
CAN STOCK .JOURNAL, by enclosing stamp to
rainfall. To these facts others of the same
And they all had trust in his etissedne.ss,
N. p, lioYKi: & Co., Parkesburg, Chester Co. Pa.
And kn w(?d he would keep bis word.
import might he gathered from cable teleAnd, Mire's you're born, they all got oil
grams announcing the successive operations
.11ST W 11 AT YOU XEED!
Albrc the smokestacks fell—
of tiie hostile armies,
lie attributes this H 11 n I H O Yew Antliem*! anil Ruarietn for
Send 5 cents, for
And Biudso's ghost went up alone
-> ct». Mailed free.
M
I
Ilk
\
rainfall to the concussion of flic atmosphere
In the smoke of the Prairie Belle.
specimen, to .J. A. HUTTERF1 ELI>, *57
and the meeting of opposing waves of sound, IJ M U I R U W. Madjson Street Chicago.
II wi rt-n'l no >aint—but at judgment
produced by the cannonading from different
IM mu my chance with Jim,
EIV 1 ORH ftiafety Kteam Power Co.
points and at different angles, effecting a
.• Mi:;-i> 1*• of -omc pious
gentb nn n
Steam Engines, with amt without eut-ofV, and Seccondensation of the aqueous vapors, aided
Tlial wouldn't shook hands with him
tional Sab-ty Steam Holier, built in quantities by special
The
latter
II st-rii his duty, a dead sure thing
electric
action.
perhaps, by
part machinery. Send lor circular, 41 Cortlandt st., N. Y.
A id u iMit for ii tliar and then ;
of his theory is well supported by the slight
And Christ ain't agoin' to he too hard
investigations which sientilie men havegh» m a linn that died for
men.
eii
lo the subject.
The concussion of the
atmosphere produces a great variety of curMADALINE.
rents in its mass, and the friction of these upon each other accounts for any amount of
1' f< I: when tin* > rimson begun to shine
electrical excitement necessary to produce
In the round
tlic robin's breast,
I : a til- b e! "I the maiden, Maduline.
die rainfall in question.
It is evident that
»
line nut to duller with the rest.
is more than a mere product of
electricity
\nd wli*-u the -itl**ndor shone in tlie gra--.
sioriuf—it is an active agent in bringing
And the b- ad if the lose was high,
them on. The recent organization of tin
lie -ai.g ol |o\a though the song, ala-!
Vv a- onl\ a lonesome ery.
O^TJ-aT'XOnMT.
system ot meteorological observations at
should occasion iv<|iiiie you to purchase
military posts will doubtless lead to a most
I bo. ah
when the dribs of gold in the air
P
V- Falmcsii*ck’s Vermifuge, be particu
exact
of this and
and
l>eiia\. 1 where the broom was
sweet,
!'be took the combs from her silken hair
A lid let it fall to her feel.
Ami in the day- when the woods grew brown
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